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SUMMARY
COMPU task is devoted to develop a Process Flow Diagram (PFD) modelling tool for DEMO tritium cycle for
HCLL and HCPB blanket lines for DEMO.
At the actual stage of definition of HCLL blanket design line this global objective requires to progress
specifically on the physical reliability of tritium transport assessments at blanket desig n level. A rough reliability
assessment with the identification of physical phenomena determining permeation rates into the coolant was
tentatively advanced in COMPU Task Deliverable 1.
In HCLL design, the tritium diffusion in the alloy under the flowing conditions and radiation effects in Pb15.7Li
can be theoretically justified as the rate limiting processes for tritium transfer into the coolant.
This Deliverable 2 focuses on the analysis of a specific radiation effect: the potential role of helium bubbles
in Pb15.7Li, the discussion of its implications on tritium assessment for HCLL design and consequently the
analysis of its quantitative impact (as cycle input) on HCLL PFD tritium cycle design. Thus, the contents of this
report investigate:
(1) the rationality of the consideration on HCLL design of helium bubble cavitation phenomena in
irradiated Pb15.7Li channels on the base of fundamental analysis (He solution states in Pb15.7Li)
from empirical clues provided by Pb15.7Li irradiation tests,
(2) a preliminary rough He-bubble cavitation design assessment and bases for a more precise FEM
calculation for helium bubble cavitation phenomena in HCLL blanket channels,
(3) the analysis of direct experimental data and numerical developments needed for a precise cav itation
assessment and
(4) a proposal of the lay-out and general specifications of an integral “proof -of-principle“ CAVITation
EXperiment (CAVITEX) of Helium in Pb15.7Li.

FENÓMENOS DE CAVITACIÓN DE BURBUJAS DE HELIO EN PB-15.7LI E
IMPACTO POTENCIAL SOBRE EL TRANSPORTE DE TRITIO EN CANALES
REGENERADORES DE LA ENVOLTURA HCLL DEMO
L. A. Sedano
EURATOM-CIEMAT Fusion Assoc., Bd. 43 P0.04, Avda. Complutense 22, E-28040 Madrid.
RESUMEN
La tarea COMPU tiene por objetivo desarrollar una herramienta de modelación de Diagrama de Procesos
de Flujo para tritio para el ciclo de tritio de un reactor de fusión con especificaciones DEMO.
Al estado actual de definición de la línea de diseño de envoltura HCLL dicho objetivo global requiere
progresar espec íficamente en el grado de verosimilitud física de las evaluaciones de tritio realizadas as nivel
de diseño de la envoltura. Una evaluación e identificación de los fenómenos físicos que determinan las tasas
de permeación al refrigerante fue objeto de análisis somero en Informe 1 de la tarea COMPU .
Para el diseño HCLL, las condiciones de desplazamiento e irradiación en el Pb15.7Li pueden ser
teóricamente justificadas como procesos determinantes de tasas de permeación de tritio al refrigerante.
Este Informe 2 se centra específicamente en el progreso y análisis de un efecto específico de la radiación
cual es: los efectos sobre el transporte de tritio derivados de la potencial presencia de burbujas de Helio en el
Pb15.7Li, la discusión de sus imp licaciones sobre las evaluaciones de tritio para la línea de diseño HCLL y el
análisis de su impacto cuantitativo en Diagrama de Procesos de Flujo para el diseño del ciclo HCLL DEMO.
Así, el contenido de este informe se centra en: (1) el analisis de la racionalidad física para la consideración de
los fenómenos de cavitación de burbujas de helio en canales de Pb15.7Li irradiados sobre la base de analisis
fundamental (estados de solución de He en Pb15.7Li) y de las pistas empíricas proporcionadas por ensayos
bajo radiación, (2) una evaluación preliminar aproximada de los impactos de cavitación sobre el transporte y
las bases para cálculos avanzados de cavitación de burbujas de Helio en canales HCLL por Elementos Finitos,
(3) el analisis de la información experimental directa y desarrollo numérico necesarios para una evaluación de
diseño precisa y (4) una propuesta de esquema y especificaciones generales de un experimento (CAVITEX)
de helio en Pb15.7Li.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Generalities and scope of this report

Helium in Liquid Metal Breeders (LMB) might impact the conceptual design of diverse fusion
technology systems as LM blankets, stripping targets or/and free -surface LM/FW concepts.
Helium (He) production rates in tritium breeding Pb-Li alloys materials are nearly mol-to-mol
linked, through n(63Li,31H)42He, n(73Li,31H, 42He)n´ reactions, to the compulsory requirement
of high self-sufficiency of future DT fusion reactors.

Detailed analysis of (He) entrapping in,

pumping out and recycling from free-surface LM/FW needs primarily to assess on the (He) state
of solution in the LM (Pb15.7Li, Li). Stripping reactions 21D(73Li, 31H, 42He)n´p, produce net
amounts of Helium in IFMIF Li-jet targets.
The rationale base of cavitation phenomena and He bubble is intimately dependent of the He
state of solution in the LM. Even though it is commonly accepted that (He), as noble gases, is
inert and thus insoluble in LMB, experimental evidences exist on the fact that (He) solubility
Henry’s constant: KH is not an immeasurably small quantity. The very low value of Henry´s
constant in LM imposes severe restrictions to classical methods for the measurement of the
(He) solution magnitudes in LMB finally driving to a wide absence of fundamental data on (He)
vs. LMB interaction.
Thus, first attempt to investigate bubble generation and derived effects should unavoidably
start with an assessment of basic magnitudes qualifying the helium state of solution in LM1 .
related with the atomic binding energies in Pb15.7Li.
This data is essential to build a Continuum Scale Nucleation (clustering) Model (CSNM) for He
bubble formation in the Pb15.7Li determining the characteristics of bubbles formed. As it could
be reasonably assumed the characteristics (size) of nucleated bubbles determine its evolution:
their migration behaviour, interaction (coalescence) probabilities and their stability (growth or
1

Present study focuses on Pb15.7Li eutectic but complementary analyses are done for pure
Li as closer simple reference.
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decay) in given LM channel conditions. These aspects are analysed in a generic way in Section
3.
Part of the cavitation analyses is generic, i.e.: depends on He/LM interaction properties. Other
part of the analysis is design specific and depends on channel configuration. Thus, with the
reference of the same physical data, the behaviour and impact of Helium bubble cavitation in
vertical segments (ex. case of vertical WCLL banana) is sensitively different to that of horizontal
HCLL channels.
Analyses in the present report focuses on the design implications for tritium transport
assessments of He-bubble cavitation phenomena in Pb15.7Li HCLL channels (Section 4).
The appropriate fundamental reference for a precise physical assessment, at blanket modules
design level, of the final impact of He on tritium transport should be based on 2-phase dispersion
models (2-PDM). Such models are discussed in Section 5 together with aspects related with its
implementation in a FEM tool. The implementation means a major research effort and
developments towards precise numerical assessments are, at present, ongoing. The basis of
this implementation is discussed and just rough preliminary qualitative results are provided.
Considering the complexity of the problem, the discriminated fundamental uncertainties and the
identified needs of primary data the un doubtful demonstration of the final role and impact of He
bubble cavitation should be obtained from a specifically devoted test. The general characteristics
of such tests (CAVITEST) are advanced at the end of this documents (Section 6) .

1.2. Potential implications of He bubble cavitation for HCLL design
Due to inherent difficulties to obtain fundamental data on He/LM interaction and to the difficulty
to tackle the physical complexity of the problem, the role of (He) in fusion LM systems has been
commonly disregarded and (He)-cavitation neglected as a key issue for the design of fusion
systems. Nevertheless, He (and other noble gases) bubble problems in LM system are not an
exotic research topic in LM or nuclear technology.
The singularity of the He-cavitation problem in FNT is the relatively high He concentration
(compared to its solubility) in Pb15.7Li imposed by high atomic breeding. As for other fields of
nuclear technology (quick overview given in Section 2), in the last years the role of bred helium
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and potential implications of He bubble cavitation on LM system design has increasingly focused
interest. Some significant examples are provided.
As mentioned the large (He) generation in Liquid Metal Breeders (LMB) impacts the
conceptual design of diverse channel units in LM blankets, divertors or/and free-surface LM/FW
concepts. A helium -supersaturated LMB or the growth of a regular thin film interface between
the LM and structural material by atomic Soret or by bubble deposition could modify heat/mass
exchange coefficients and would affect the magneto-hydro-dynamics MHD regimes. If (He)bubbles nucleate and if barrier-activated mass-transfer mechanisms from-LM-to-bubble exist;
the bubbles, acting as tritium sinks in LMB channels, would justify the net reduction of the tritium
partial pressures in solution (thus permeation fluxes) and also a possible “natural” tritium
extraction out from the LMB segments. Channel over-pressuring and degradation of the EM
pumping systems are additional possible after-effects related to a large helium production in
LMB flowing channels. As advanced, related from an expectable very low solubility, the
singularity of the interaction of helium with LMB imposes severe limits to classical methods for
the measurement of the helium transport magnitudes in LMB. Therefore, there is a deep lack of
fundamental data concerning many aspects of the interaction of helium with LMB. The existing
information is purely phenomenological and the data limited to the qualitative behavior derived
from in-pile tests with capsules or loops.
Together with its complexity the role of Him in fusion LM systems is commonly disregarded
and after-effects derived from His cavitation not investigated as key design issue in Liquid Metal
Fusion Reactor systems.
The design aspects potentially impacted by the consideration of Him in LM cavitation can be
listed as:
(1) a modification of LM bulk properties (potentially diverse),
(2) a change of LM/wall heat, mass, electrical coefficients through the development of

He film interfacing phenomena,
(3) a channel over pressurization,
(4) complementary He-induced cavitation issues in EM pumping systems,
If He solubility limit in Pb-15.7Li is exceeded (supersaturated conditions) Helium can
nucleate in bubbles, and under certain restrictions:
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(5) bubbles may be sinks for T-solved in LM, i.e.: T-transport characteristics:
inventories, permeation & extraction schemes could be modified.
This last point would be of paramount importance in the design of LM FR systems.
It is clear that helium cavitation phenomena represents a general aspect for Li-based LM
qualification under n-irradiation for FNT exceeding in technical significance the interest of
specific design. The present report (in Section 4) assumes generic design data of HCLL DEMO
channels as boundary conditions for the analyses.
The absence of specific analyses on the design impact the He in LM channels has driven to
the following lack of specifically devoted studies :
1. on fundamentals of He vs. LM interaction (ex.: basic magnitudes as He atomic
diffusivity or He Henry’s constant in Pb15.7Li),
2. on models for He clustering and nucleation in LM (bubble nucleation),
3. on He bubble evolution & He bubble stability models in Pb15.7Li,
4. on bubble transport under hydrodynamic or MHD conditions,
5. on bubble-bubble coalescence models,
6. on dispersion models for helium and tritium in LM (needed for T transport
assessments),
7. on specifically devoted experimental tests,
8. on strategies to manage He bred in LM channels and coupling systems.
The complexity to tackle at a physical level the cavitation phenomena is evidenced by the
preceding list of lacks. One of the main goals of the present report is to fix the basements for a
general description of He bubble cavitation phenomena in Pb15.7Li under HCLL blanket
condi tions and to assess its impact on tritium transport in Pb15.7Li channels.
The complete characterisation of He bubble nucleation phenomena in reference HCLL blanket
channel requires to give a clear and quantitative answer to the list of questions here following,
some of them are generic i.e.: common to He/LM (or gas/liquid) systems and some other are
system design depending.
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1.3. Questions to be answered (list)
Considering the richness of He cavitation problem it seems convenient to discriminate
aspect in a heuristic form distinguishing between generic and (HCLL) design specific aspects.
The generic aspects are related with He vs. LM interaction properties at microscopic level:
(1) basic He atomic properties in the LM as diffusion coefficient or Henry’s constant,
(2) minimum number of atoms clustering into a bubble and
(3) bubble nucleation kinetics.
How do bubbles evolve in channels:

(1) stable size,
(2) generation rates and concentration distributions, or
(3) bubble migration characteristics.
would depend on specific channel specifications (channel geometries, temperatures, LM flowing
conditions,..)

Generically “gas supersaturation“, i.e.: the overpassing of the gas (He) solubility limit in the
liquid (Pb15.7Li) is the necessary condition for bubble nucleation.

1.

Is Pb15.7Li in HCLL from the He bred under supersaturation conditions ?

This question mix generic and design-specific aspects. The solubility limit is determined by the
He solubility (Henry´s) constant in Pb15.7Li. Thus, a generic assessment (as accurate as
possible) on the value of helium solubility constant in Pb15.7Li is certainly needed.

The low

value of the He Henry´s constant in LM makes its experimental determination potentially very
difficult (several orders of magnitude more difficult than for tritium !). Together with the rest of
sensitivity concerns the classical absorption/desorption methods requires very high sensitivity to
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assess the low sorpted and desorpted pressure signals. Measurement of such low values should
probably be based on alternative methods (more discussion on this specific point is done in
Section 6 when justifying the need of an integral test). Considering the absence in literature of
experimental measurements of the He Henry’s constant in Pb15.7Li diverse theoretical
approaches providing values for He solubility in Pb15.7Li have been investigated (see Section
3.1).
As design-specific aspect, the overpassing or not, of the supersaturation limit will depend on
non-nucleated He-gas atomic concentrations determined by breeding rates at HCLL channels,
He atomic diffusivities in Pb15.7Li and He clustering kinetics. Helium atomic concentration in
solution can contribute to bubble generation rate terms or simply contribute to the atomic feeding
of pre-existing bubbles. In the opposite sense, atoms with energy high enough to surmount the
corresponding barrier within the bubble (binding energy) can re-dissolve into Pb15.7Li solution.
Thus, He mass transfer rates, from solution to bubbles, should be considered as a dynamic
transfer mechanism. A general Continuum-Scale Evolutionary Nucleation Model (CSNM) for
helium bubbles in Pb15.7Li needs to be formulated with its main describing parameters to give
precise answer to this question.

2.

Is the Pb15.7Li He supersaturation condition a sufficient condition for He bubble
nucleation or additional “precursing“ conditions are needed ?

For many gas and gas/liquid equilibrium systems, supersaturation is A NECESSARY
CONDITION for bubble nucleation but oft en NOT SUFFICIENT. As for condensation or
precipitation phenomena, usually precursor “seeding nucleation centres“ are needed. Precursor
centres can have diverse nature: impurities, defects, micro-hydrodynamic drops or local thermal
perturbations. It is well known how fog chambers in high energy physics exploit the trace in form
of nucleated water vapour created by the stopping power of energetic particles.
For a new physical phenomenon under investigation it is difficult to demonstrate
SUFFICIENCY CO NDITIONS. A direct theoretical demonstration of SUFFICIENCY can be
obtained by means of ab initio MD simulations.
In FNT there is a large and enough well-established database on He bubble formation from
atomic He clustering (few atoms) in diverse type of solids from
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1H

decay [4] that might be considered as direct (weak) theoretical

“proof-of-principle“ of sufficiency condition for bubble nucleation in LM.
In comparison to solids, in which the He solubility is even much lower than in Pb15.7Li, the
reference case of LM breeder conditions the atomic fraction of He is enormous . As it will be
discussed, the tendency to clustering, i.e.: a favourably (less repulsive) binding energy of He-He
atoms interaction with respect to He-LM atoms interaction might be advanced as justification for
nucleation SUFFICIENCY.
LM properties are close in structure to quas i-crystals . At a deep microscopic level, Helium is,
together with tritium, bred as recoil 2,05 MeV alpha particles capable to induce during its
thermalisation in µm range a certain number of displacements or local thermal perturbations. It is
uncertain in which sense this energy deposition could be considered as potential source for
SUFFICIENCY CONDITIONS for He bubble nucleation or not.
The justification of rationality of SUFFICIENCY conditions for He bubble cavitation phenomena
is the weakest aspect of the justification of the rationality of cavitation studies. An undoubtful
demonstration of SUFFICIENCY should be provided by a specifically devoted experiment (as
proposed in Section 6 for CAVITEST).
At its first stage of formation a He bubble can be defined as a stable cluster of soluted He
atoms defining a differentiated media into the LM in terms of diverse physical properties.
The main question on how He atomic concentrations in Pb-15.7Li cluster into bubbles should
be spitted into two related questions:
3. How many atoms in solution in LM are needed to cluster in a stable bubble ?
and
4. What is the He atoms clustering kinetic for bubble nucleation ?

CSNM should give answer to these two last generic questions and anticipate answer to the
two (5th and 6th ) following ones:
5. What is the size and inner pressure of the bubbles created ?
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and linked to the next one:
6. What are the gener ation rates of bred bubbles ?
i.e.: concentrations of created bubbles in LM channels for given design specific He atomic
breeding rates.
Bubbles would be generated in Pb15.7Li under design-specific hydrodynamic conditions. Once
are created the bubbles IF STABLE “accommodate“ to channel conditions being free to evolve
along channels or into the channel plates. Depending on the bubble break-up and alloy flowing
conditions the geometry of the channel could have, or not, rebound effects on bubbles evolution
along the channels.
Once microscopically conditions for bubble creation established, the bubble life will be
guaranteed if bubble stability conditions (inner bubble pressure counterbalance hydrostatic
pressure plus surface tension) under LM channel conditions are maintained.
The bubble initial size just after its creation is a key magnitude♦ for all the analyses and will
mainly determine the bubble evolution characteristics along channels because:

(1) bubble creation sizes determine initial concentration distribution,
(2) size of bubble determine the driving force (brownian, frictional, buoyancy, combined) for its
relative motion in the alloy,
(3) bubble size determine initial conditions for bubble evolution stability (i.e.: existence or
implosion in HCLL channels)
(4) bubble size is, from initial concentration and migration characteristics, a key input for to
analyze the coalescing probabilities (if evolution should be considered

independent or

interacting) and finally,
(5) evolution of bubble size determine specific interfacial areas establishing mass transfer rates
(for both helium and tritium atomic concentrations) from solution into the field of bubbles.
Thus, the following (7, 8, and 9) questions come naturally suggested:

♦

Its precise assessment depends on the value of Helium Henry´s constant in Pb15.7Li.
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7. Are the bubbles stable or can they implode in HCLL LM channels ?
A complete stability analysis for a bubble in a LM channel requires some assumptions
concerning bubble evolution along breeding channels. Considering HCLL design the most
reasonable assumption for bubble evolution analysis is the isothermal evolution of the bubble at
constant geodetic pressure, without or with mass transfer of atomically soluted He. Bubble
isothermal evolution means that the transported bubble accommodates its volume to the local
LM pressure and temperature and bubbles size can be computed with appropriate inner gas
EoS. Once bubble stability certified the next natural question is:
8. How stable bubbles are transported and evolve in channels (initially assumed as not
bounded)?
In fact this question address the aspect of the driving forces for bubble motion in HCLL
channels and how bubbles are transported under LM flowing conditions.
Response to this question is needed to give an answer to the two following one through
hydrodynamic correlations for bubbly flows.

9.

Are wall channel effects on bubble evolution expectable from HCLL channel
characteristics?

10. What is the bubble coalescing probability along HCLL channels?

The set of answers to the ten preceding questions configure the description of the “physical
movie“ of the role of He bred in HCLL channels.
The impact of He on the tritium transport assessments in channels will deeply depend on this
“physical picture“.
It should be remarked that a “purging assumption“ s hould be adopted as working hypothesis
as external boundary condition for all helium and tritium assessments to be done through this
report. This point would have key importance for the design of LM HCLL ancillary circuits and for
HCLL tritium cycle design.
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Considering that purification procedures are available to purge Helium from Pb15.7Li it could
(should) be assumed that LM entering blanket segments after each recirculation is absolutely
purged in Helium, i.e. helium concentration is negligible after each recirculation. Purging
technologies or design of lines favouring He purging need to be considered at LM purification
unit.
For a well-constituted field of bubbles in the LM flow (bubbly flows), 2-phase dispersion
models [5] (assumed also as the fundamental reference in the design of tritium extraction
packed columns) are the appropriate framework to provide a solid assessment scheme for
tritium mass-transfer rates into He-bubbles under HCLL channel reference conditions. Basis of
such dispersion model are given in Section 5. Thus, a further question should forcedly be
formulated:
11.

How 2-phase dispersion model for caviting He-bubbles should be formulated in
HCLL channels ?

A final issue can appear suggesting a last practical question related with the possibility to
control by external countermeasures He cavitation phenomena
12.

Could procedures be envisaged to govern He bubble cavitation phenomena in
HCLL channels ?

Helium bubble cavitation evaluations in HCLL is a complex exercise involving diverse generic
and design specific aspects. The attacking strategy is summarized in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Proposed scheme for the analysis of He bubble cavitation in HCLL channels.
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2. Outline of studies on He nuclear cavitation in LM systems
Purpose of this section is to give examples and show how the consideration of He
bubbly flow problems in irradiated LM system is not an exotic matter for the design of
nuclear technology systems. Additionally, some available “clues” showing the real nature of
the phenomenon and justifying the need to consider it for the design of breeding systems
are overviewed. There is a very wide database for vapor/gas bubble cavitation for liquids
and solids. Review of such amount of information is out of the scope of this report. Present
overview focuses strictly on He bubble cavitation phenomena for irradiated LM, and mainly
on LM tritium breeders or LM close in properties to Pb15.7Li.

Figure 2. Lay-out of Hg cooled ESS target [ 6 ].

2.1. Studies for Fission nuclear technology
2.1.1. He bubbles in spallation Hg targets [ 6]

Hg and Pb-15.7Li have both similar hydrodynamic properties. European Spallation Source
(ESS) target operating (Hg, steel) window of temperatures is close to the range of HCLL
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channels. LM velocities, fluid drag forces and bubble sizes are larger in ESS target. Gas
bubbles cavitation problems in LM systems have been considered with a certain degree of
accuracy for the design of ESS target. He bubble are externally injected with a nozzle in the
Hg cooled target (Figure 2 as reference lay-out) in order to benefit from local increase of
compressibility with beneficial effect for shock wave damping. A key question analyzed was
the stable evolution of injected bubbles depending on their size at injector and Hg flow rates.
The major goal for the control of He bubbles for the design was to avoid He bubble stagnation
facing the window which can impact heat transfers and thermal design of the window.

Figure 3. Computed trajectories of 0.1 mm diameter helium bubbles in ESS target [6].

Simulation (fundaments outlined hereafter) showed that bubbles with radii larger than 50
mm accumulate in re-circulation zones. A low Re k-e turbulence model was the base for the
model (in CFX4.4): a steady-state time-averaged incompressible turbulent flow including heat
transport and buoyancy model. In EES target case bubble fraction is less than 1% and bubblebubble interaction or break-up can be neglected. Consider ing the Hg velocities the drag flow
due to bubble injection transfer of momentum was neglected.
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The Eulerian-Lagrangian two-phase flow model applied was not directly validated and only
qualitative trends were obtained for the computed bubbles trajectories. Simple rebound models
were assumed for bubble-wall interaction.
2.1.2. Bubbly flow computational assessments in Pb-Bi ADS targets [7]
A large effort on development of computational model for bubbly flows in Pb-Bi for ADS
(Accelerator Driven Systems) can be reported in the context of ASCHLIM (ASsessment of
Computational Codes for Heavy LIquid Metals) Project. A specific 2FY WP was devoted
specifically to such study. The activity has meant the most recent reportable research effort for
the study of bubbly flows in HLM.
Knowledge in the field of two-phase flows for Heavy Liquid Metals (HLM) spallation processes
is limited as far as gas injection in HLM’s is considered.
In the framework of WP10 of the ASCHLIM project, experimental Ultrasonic Doppler
Velocimetry (UDV) measurements and resistivity probe measurements were developed and
available for comparison with computations. The measurements were carried out in the
experimental facility of ForschungsZentrum Rossendorf (FZR). The experiments were performed
with liquid lead-bismuth (PbBi) as HLM and nitrogen (N2) as gas.
Experimental set up and typical parameters are outlined in more detail in Section 6 in where
tests are proposed. We just summarize here main assumed conclusions on CFD modelling
capabilities of bubbly flows in LM.
The main conclusions delivered by such benchmark exercise are filtered here and listed as:

-

CFD calculations show that calculated vel ocity results (bubble rise velocity and liquid
metal velocity) are higher than the measured ones. Two times higher using STAR -CD and
the lagrangian-eulerian approach, and up to 60% higher bubble velocities and 30% higher
liquid metal velocities with the eulerian-eulerian approach in CFX4 and FLUENT codes.

-

Drag force correlations used by the codes are valid for spherical bubbles or particles, and
the non-dimensional numbers Eötvös and Morton, applied to the experiment showed that
the bubbles are not spheric al. This fact contributes to accelerate the flow as calculated by
the codes, compared with the experimental measurements. A modification of the drag
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coefficient in this sense, that is, increasing the drag coefficient, leads to a better
agreement between the measurements and the calculations, when the flow rates are
small.
-

Focusing the calculations in the bubble-liquid metal interface tracking, some parameters
must be taken into account apart form the drag laws: surface tension, buoyancy effects,
interface deformation, etc. The VOF model in FLUENT is suitable for this bubble interface
tracking, but not for bubble plume . In calculations problems with the grid were found and
also with the time step, because it must be very small in order to track the interface.
Considering the use of a moving mesh following the interface between phases would be
even worse.

-

The TURBIT-VOF code has been developed in FZK/IRS, and is based on nondimensional equations. The input parameters being the Morton and the Eötvös number. It
can be used for density ratios of 10 to 100, but in the case of liquid metals and gas, this
ratio is between 104 and 105. Anyways, results from similitude analysis have shown that
the influence of the density ratio for steady rise of bubbles is negligible. A local grid
refinement close to the interface is not possible, and a uniform very fine grid is even
worse to run. A possible solution is the use of volume-averaged equations. This allows for
modelling the unresolved boundary layer by closure terms. The surface tension and the
pressure gradient discreten cause "spurious currents" because, velocities appear in both
sides of the interface between the fluids. The bubble deformation leads to the final breakup of the bubble. Finally, the VOF model should be able to foreseen the change in shape,
without spreading, using an energy conserving discretis ation of the pressure gradient and
the surface tension.

As executive conclusions it was established that from the experimental viewpoint, the tests
demonstrated the capability of the ultrasonic Doppler method to measure instantaneous velocity
profiles of both liquid and gaseous phase. In the present state there is no measuring technique
available providing reliable information about the bubble shape or the bubble trajectories
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The drag laws in the CFD codes are frequently based on the assumption of a spherical bubble
shape, but it was demonstrated that this assumption is not realistic and the lower drag coefficient
calculated by the codes leads to an overestimation of the terminal bubble velocity.
The turbulence modelling of HLM two-phase flows has to be considered as another deficit for
the computation of the bubble motion at higher gas flow rates. Proposals for future research
activities in both numerical and exper imental fields were made.
2.1.3. SP-100 (He in Li) within US Space Programmes [8]

Space Propulsion SP-100/-1000 reactors utilizes liquid lithium as the reactor coolant and heat
transport medium. In the context of SP-100 program, theoretical analyses (supported with some
specific accompanying tests) were undertaken in order to investigate the behavior of neutron
generated helium gas in the primary heat transport system of the SP-100 space nuclear power
system. This study was based on the assessment of the amount of gas generated under fission
flux: one liter per year of operation at net 100 KW. It was seen necessary to remove bred gas
from coolant in order to guarantee thermal power extraction avoiding accumulation and
overheating and failure of individual fuel pins within the reactor core. The reactor was
continuously cooled by coolant circulation even for several years after ultimate shut-down or
failure of the system in order to remove the heat of radioactive decay of fission products [8].
2.1.4. He in Li -Al alloys for tritium production [9]
Lithium-aluminum solid or melted (eutectic) targets are used for tritium production. It is
qualitatively reported how tritium release rates from target comes modified by helium production
and He state of solution (bubble nucleation) in the target material. Unfortunately, Li-Al targets
are the main way for military tritium production and main experimental information is not widely
disseminated.
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2.2. Results from FT Programmes
The potential impact of He bubble formation in LM breeder for the design of LM breeding
concepts was advanced by a first time in IEA Workshop on Liquid Metal Breeder Blankets for
Fusion at ANL (April, 1999) [10] . The analysis of potential impact focused on LM channels for
WCLL vertical design in where stable bubble rising velocity is comparable to that of the alloy
velocity (mm/s) at the rear flowing down part of the segment meaning (potentially) static bubble
inventories. Rough estimations of basic properties of He/LM systems were advanced.
Motivation of research was caused by the analysis of potential implications derived from the
observations and PIE results of LIBRETTO-2 experiment [11] (see next section). Neutron
radiography during irradiation and SEM analysis at PIE revealed clearly, and consistently, the
formation of connected voids in Pb-Li (Figure 5 and 6).
2.2.1. Free-surface LM flowing wall concepts (APEX studies) (He in Li and Ga, Sn, Sn-Li)
After IEA meeting, generic studies were launched for He/Li systems (mainly in the context of
APEX Programme at US) and for He/Pb15.7Li.
Pb15.7Li”

An EFDA Workshop “Helium bubble in

hosted by NRG was held by June 2003. Workshop discussion evidenced the

complexity of the issue and the need to progress in the fundamental tackling of the matter. After
IEA/ANL workshop specifically devoted studies were intensified in US FT Program (APEX/ALPS
Studies [12]) focusing the analysis of issue on the impact on Li free-surface wall concepts
(Helium implanted as alpha particle from plasma) and LM divertors. The precise modelling of
plasma (D + , He ++ ) retention and pumped recycling depends on He basic transport properties in
Li (diffusion and solubility) and is deeply modified if helium bubbles are formed. In this context
some significant fundamental contributions to He/Li systems have been generated (see as
summary [13]). Specifically devoted facilities has been exploited (FLIRE at University of Illinois
at Urbana Campaign) and a new one built for what they call BLM (“Bubble in Liquid Metal”)
(Figure 4) studies, Sandia National Lab. (more information in Section 6). Experimental results for
He/Li system have been produced in such facilities [14, 15]. Base information generated is
outlined hereafter.
First remark made by authors is that the present knowledge of He bubble formation is partial
and the complete understanding of role of He bubbles in He pumping/erosion, D-T retention and
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recycling at Li FW curtains and synergistic effects needs to be completed with a largest
exper imental program and basic work.
As an important remark, someone could take it as the SUFFICIENT CONDITION we are
looking for He bubble formation in LM channels, the bubble formation near the particle
implantation region was proved (deduced not directly observed) experimentally at BLM facility/
SNL.
Base activities in the field has been devoted to:
- atomistic simulations on Li structure and base properties as He atomic diffusivity and He
solubility in Li and
- atomistic investigation of bubble and cavity formation by ab-initio and mean-field
approximations.
Atomistic studies on cavity annihilations and bubble coalescence are at present ongoing.

Figure 4. Operation lay-out of penning trap target for He bubbles in LM (from SNL) [14, 15].

Helium retention experiment in FLIRE can provide a quite straight experimental understanding

q
vr 2
) (D: helium diffusivity in Li, L the path
and the Helium recycling factors: R = = erf (
j
4 DL
distance between stricking and desorption points, r the mean projected range of He particles in
liquid flowing at velocity v ) can be derived by a Thermal Desorption Spectrometry System
(based on a purifications system and a QMS). The D values are measured at diverse Li
temperatures [14]. Values of D do not corresponded to pure atomic diffusion values for He in Li
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(see more details in Section 3.3). Bursting or splashing signals (probably coming from bubbles)
have been qualitative identified.
2.2.2. Empirical results from (LIBRETTO-2 PIE) within the EU Fusion Programme
LIBRETTO (acronyme of Liquid Breeder Experiment with Tritium Transport Option) irradiation
Program at HFR/Petten was launched at ending 80´s [R. Conrad and L. de Barberis, “ Irradiation
of LBM Pb17Li for thermo-nuclear Fusion Reactors in the HFR Petten,” Tech. Note P/F1/87/19].
A 60 fpd LIBRETTO-2 test was devoted to tritium breeding and permeation studies with the
tritium bred in closed capsules filled up with Pb-Li. Discrepancies in tritium balance (theoretical
generation and accumulated measurement by on-line IC chambers) were evidenced.
The impact of an inner plenum volume in the capsule was investigated. No sensitive plenum
effect (1/8th in volume form capsule 7 to identical Capsule 6) was observed on global tritium
residence times or on release rates from the capsules.
The performance of a permeation barrier (Pack Cemented Al2O3 ) was checked. Residence
time analysis evidenced more than 1 o.o.m., but less than 2 o.o.m, residence time increase for
tritium in capsule 8 (with PB) when compared with an identical capsule 6 (without PB).
Quantitative conclusion and the modeling capabilities for deep analysis became seriously limited
by tritium balance uncertainties. Considering the tritium balance uncertainties the analyses
finally focused on i nitial part of the 1st irradiation cycle. Just the first part (200 hours) of first cycle
was seen appropriate for physical modelling. Potential mechanisms acting on tritium transport
(diffusion, hydrodynamics, bubbles, He-interfaces between or effects on tritium transport through
irradiated steel wall, external surface oxidation) were discriminated and quantified: [16].
Some trends in transport properties, as an apparent increase of tritium diffusivity in irradiated
AISI316L, were advanced. A major discussion (with no final consensus) concerned the
hydrodynamic state of LM within the closed capsule. LM hydrodynamic properties, irradiation
power deposition and inner thermal gradients in the capsule can justify high convective velocity
profiles with impact on bred tritium (and Helium) transport in Pb-Li.
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Figure 5. Summary of PIE observations (from NRG [11]).

We focus now on bubbles aspects, neutron radiographies examinations and PIE. A NRG
slide (Figure 5) is here used

as qualitative summary of results. More detail can be found

elsewhere [11].
A net increase of LM volume (in any case due to the LM thermal expansion) was directly
observed by comparing X- ray analysis before and after the irradiation. The relative increase as
signific antly higher for capsule with lower plenum (C7: 14%) in front of ~ 2% (C-6/-8). Plenum
was conceived to operate as release volume. From He molar productions 4 10-4 mols/60 fpd, the
observed final plenum volume was significantly lower than expected. Different wetting
characteristics were observed for capsule with PB (convexe “U”) or without PB (concave “n”).
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LM in capsule freezes after the cooling down of the reactor. Metallography analysis by SEM of
a cut section of the capsule, done several moths after revealed the cavernous structures as
shown in Figure 5. SEM suggest that due to helium the irradiated LM approach something like a
foam or a gas/LM gel. Direct inspection of capsule at other scale reveal big holes and
development of interfacing phenomena.

Figure 6. Metallographic inspection of LIBRETTO-2 capsules [11].
A puncturing technique was used for the analysis of plenum gas composition. Surprisingly no
amounts of tritium were measured (only values for capsule 8 with PB). Same situation for
cavernous structure in Pb-Li. Averaged concentration in the LM were in the order of µCi/cm3 .
Considering the elapsed time between the end of third cycle and start PIE it might be not
unreasonable to think that there should not be perfect correspondence between both situations.
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3. He bubble cavitation in HCLL channels: background and rationality
This section is devoted to discuss and justify a reference values for Helium transport data in LM,
in particular helium solubility coefficient (Henry´s solubility constant) (KH) He and diffusion
coefficient in liquid Li and eutectic Pb15.7Li (DHe) used as a primary data for cavitation analysis.
The experimental data for Helium solubility in liquid metals is exotic and scarce and there exist
not known measurements for such magnitudes for Pb-Li eutectic. For He-Li system just an old
measurement for He in lithium and other for K can be reported from literature [17]. Data for
Helium solubility in liquid Pb is not known. Complementary known experimental data for other
inert gases in LM are (Kr in Sn and Kr in Pb [18]). These data can be used for semi-empirical
extrapolations on the base of T-LH models.
A quite wide solubility database for He in organic and covalent solvents is available [19] but
semi-empirical extrapolation models 3 into ionic LM (using specific δH Hildebrand´s cohesion
parameter values for LM) drive to non correct several orders of underestimations. Convenient
semi-empirical extrapolations from He in Li to He in Pb and thus into a perfect miscible mixture
Pb-Li system should be done from such available LM measurements but considered the limited
number of them, the statistical quality of the regressions should be considered poor.
Complementary, the Helium solubility or He diffusion coefficients in liquid Li can be obtained
following diverse theoretical approaches and specially by self-consistent MD ab-initio simulations
(Section 3.1.1.). As has been proven the three diverse theoretical approaches permit to obtain
solution enthalpies for He in Li. T-LH model is the more simple one using accessible
thermodynamic and constitutional data for Li and Pb.
Thus the proposed procedure to derive a value of He solubility in Pb-15.7Li is:
1) to determine He solution energies (-Hs ) in Li by different methods: Thermodynamic
Liquid Model (T-LH), McQuarries´ statistical mechanical models (SMM), and ab-initio
MD calculations checking the soundness of the simplest one (T-LH) ,
2) to check T-LH model and cohesion models for known experimental data of He in Li
and K and Kr in Pb and Sn,

3

He solubility in liquid (organic) solvents (ln(1/KH) = a0+a1/T+a2dH ;
2

a0 =

15.0538,

a1 = 85.4889, a 2 = 0.30467,

with χ ≈ 2.4%) drive towards order of magnitude overestimations of He solubility values in liquid metals.
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3) to extrapolate using T-LH model dependencies (~ m-3/2 of solute mass and ~ exp(4πσR2)) for He in liquid Pb from Kr in Pb,
4)

Pb15.7 Li
Li
Pb
Li
Pb
to use a mixing activity rule: KH He
= a Li KH He
+ a PbKH He
+ aLi aPb KH He
KH He
+ ... (it

is an approximation) for Li-Pb binary mixture.
Fundamental base of the assessments of these primary magnitudes are given in order to
permit in-depth discussion of procedures. A reference numerical values for the solubility of
Helium in Pb15.7Li is provided.

3.1. Values for the He Henry´s constant in Pb-15.7Li
3.1.1. Helium Henry's constant in liquid Li

Solubility quantifies the amount of He (as solute) in liquid Li (as solvent) co-existing in
thermodynamic equilibrium with the pure He gas environing atmosphere. The equilibrium is
quantitatively

expressed

by

equating

the

µ ( g ) = kT ln( nλ3

f
) and liquid phase: µ (l ) .
p

He

chemical

From

potential

in

both

gas

well-known thermodynamic relations:

µ ( g ) = H ( g ) − TS( g ) T , with H ( g ) = 5kT 2 . The total gas entropy S ( g )T could be split in two adding

5
k − k ln( nλ3 ) . Real gas ( S real ( g ) )
2

terms: S( g ) T = S ( g ) + S real( g ) , ideal gas contribution being: S g =

contribution to the total gas entropy is computed straightforward from state equations. Assuming
Carnahan–Starling [18] equation of state:

P
= 1+
nkT

∞

∑ (m

2

+ 3m ) y m with y = nπ d 3 6 . From

m= 0

∞

definition of gas fugacity: dP = nkTd(ln f ) then: S

real

(g )

= − kLn( f / P ) ≈ − k

∑ (m

2

+ 3m )y m . For

m =0

the range of pressure of our interest (p < 10 atm.) y → 0 being possible to consider He as ideal
gas, i.e.: f = P . Similarly, for He atoms in solution the chemical potential can be expressed as:

µ l = kT ln( xl λ3 N ) + µ l + µ l . The term: µl accounts for the excess of entropy Slex gained by He
ex

int

ex
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when come into solution: µ l = −S lexT due to the process of placement of gas atoms within the
ex

“cells” of Li atoms. The term µ l

int

accounts for:

(1)

the interaction between He and Li atoms,

(2)

the inherent change of cohesion among Li atoms due to the presence of surrounding
He atoms and

(3)

for the cohesive He-He interaction.

That is, the term: µ l

int

is the energy balance between dissolved He atoms in the liquid and free

He atoms at rest, i.e.: the specific solution enthalpy (HT ), equal to the heat of solution HS plus
the enthalpy of free atoms in the gas phase: H S = H T −
expressed as: r = xl N n =

5
RT . The Ostwald´s coefficient is
2

f
exp( S lex / k ) ⋅ exp( − µ lint / kT ) .
P

For the range of pressure of our interest < 10 at. y → 0 being possible to consider He as ideal
gas, i.e.: f = P . Finally, Henry’s constant express in terms of r as : K H =
dilutions in the liquid Li solvent and the Henry’s law:

M Li
r . Ideal (low)
RTρ Li

x = K H yP

(for x < 1)

with:

K H = K H 0 exp( − H s / kT) .
Sl ex enters in the Henry´s constant pre-exponential factor K H 0 and µ l

int

in the solution energy

− H s . They can be evaluated by means of different fundamental approaches.

TLH model

assumes that, in equilibrium, light He atoms accommodate to vibrational states of heavier Li
Slex tends to approximate the liquid Li specific vibrational entropy. From basic

ones, i.e.:

thermodynamics

and

data

[20],

Tm

Sl (T ) ≈ S
ex

ex

vib

(T ) = S

0
298

+

∫ [C

298

p , solid

(T ) / T ]dT +

Slex

∆ H fus
Tm

S ex vib (T ) k ≈ − 3.4 . According to its definition µ l

could

be

easily

as:

T

∫

+ [C p , liquid (T ) / T ]dT . From last expression
Tm

int

approaches H T [kJ·mol-1]: the dissolved gas

specific enthalpy.
In TL-H model, H T is directly evaluated as contribution of three adding terms:
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evaluated

(1)

the energy required to create a hole in the liquid Li having the diameter of a
neutral He atom d (0.62 Å) [22] ( H V ) plus

(2)

the vibrational energy of an He within the hole ( H VIB ) plus

(3)

the Van der Waals´ interaction energy between the He gas and a surface of the
surrounding Li atoms.

Thus: H T = H V + H VIB + HVW .
The H V value could be approached as H V = π d 2 σ (T ) being s the temperature depending
liquid Li surface tension: σ (T ) = 0.398 − 0.147 ⋅ 10 −3T [21]. Then, as a constant value along the
range 500 < T [K] < 1000: H V ≈ 2.1 kJ/mol. Analogously, H VIB approaches in the TL-H model
the liquid Li vibrational energy as: H vib (T ) = H

0
298

Tm

T

298

Tm

+ ∫ c p, solid (T ) dT + ∆H fus + ∫ c p, liquid (T ) dT . In the

range 500-1000 K, the resulting values for H VIB range from ~ 32 to 42 kJ/mol. Finally − H VW , the
Van der Waals interaction energy between the He gas, ass umed as a polarized closed cell gas
absorbate (A) and a surface of the surrounding Li atoms (B), is evaluated using validated
surface
− H VW =

models

predicting

inert

gases

adsorption

energies

in

metals

[21]

as:

1.57 IPHe IPLi α He
⋅
where: IPHe/Li are the ionisation potentials (5.39 eV for Li [20] and
( IPHe + IPLi ) 8re3

24.58 eV for He), ? He is the He’s polarizability (2.2 10-31 m3) and re is the A-B distance. The
minimum Van der Waals radii for He (1.4 Å) is assumed for re: − H VW ≈ 6.7 kJ/mol. Final HS
values range between 16.6 and 17.2 kJmol-1.
Perturbation theory applied for collisional liquid mixtures of hard-spheres (HS), as
unperturbed reference system, drives to the general Neff-Macquarrie´s statistical -mechanic
model (SMM) [23] in which solute-solvent and solute-solute interactions are accounted for. In
such a model: Slex , the excess entropy of solution in a HS Li system, is expressed as:
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Slex
1+ y + y 2 3 R2
−
= − ln(1 − y) + y
R +
k
2
(1 − y )3

2

 3y 
3y
2
 (1 − y)  + (R + R) 1 − y



(1)

being y the packing factor: y(T ) = πNDHS 6 , R is the ratio between He and Li “hard-sphere”
3

diameters: R = d/D. For Li atoms, linked to self-diffusion data, Protopapas ´ equation [21] gives a
simple

approximated

relation

{

for

}

DHS (T ) = 1.126 D (Tm ) 1 − 0.112 (T / T m )1 / 2 .

HS-radii

dependence

on

temperature:

Diffusion-data-independent perturbative methods as

WCA [24] , although showing some singularities for Li, are particularly appropriate for ionion/ion-electron alkali liquid potentials providing precise benchmarked expressions for D(T). As
reference values at T = 525 K : y ≅ 0.46 and R ≈ 0.185 [23] : − S lex k ≅ 3.53 . For the case of

µl

int

µl

int

it is expressed in [23] as:

= 4πρLi

∞

∫r u
2

σ 12

Li / He

(r ) g 0Li / He (r )dr − 4πkTρ Li d Li2 / He (d Li / He − δ Li / He ) g 0Li / He (d Li / He ) +

∂g 0Li / Li ( r ) 2
+ 2πρLi N ∫ u Li / Li ( r )(
) r dr
σ 11
∂n
∞

(2)
where; uij (r ) are perturbative terms of the potential with the HS potential as the reference
one (i.e.: total potential less HS potential: VHS(r) = ε 0 δ(r-D/2)), σij : are the uij (r ) effective ranges,
g 0ij ( r ) are pairwise HS mixture radial distribution functions and

d ij =

σ ij

∫{1 − exp(u (r) / kT)}dr and
ij

0

δ Li / He = ( d11 + d 22 ) 2 . All the terms and the value of

µl

int

can be obtained once uij (r ) and

g 0ij ( r ) determined. The third term in equation, a refinement in the perturbative formulation,
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expresses the effect on solvent -solvent interactions derived from the inclusion of one solute
atom in the liquid that may be neglected as a first approximation.
General expressions of the suitable

u (r ) ij are obtained from quantum -mechanics tight-

binding local density approximations (with no electronic interaction with He) from the total
cohesive energy as:

U = ε0

∑∑
N

N

i= 0

j≠ i

rij


exp  − p 0 ( − 1)  − λ0
r0








∑∑
N

i =0

N

j≠ i

1/2


exp( −2 p1 ( − 1)) 
r0


rij

(3)

Table I. Values of parameters in potential from [ 25, 26].
p1 [---]
ε 0 [meV] λ0 [meV] p0 [---]
r0 [a.u.]
Li-Li
33.2
324.9
7.75
0.73
5.5
He-He
Li-He

9.9
9.9

---

14.5
14.0

---

5.2
5.2

From the U expression in (eq.3) the Hildebrand’s cohesion parameter

4

dH

δ H = U ν takes values of: ~ 109 MPa1/2 .
This potential, and its linked parameters are retained for further ab-initio assessments (More
deatils in Section 3.2.1).

For g 0ij ( r ) , the low density limit: g 0ij (r ) = Η (r − σ ij ) (H: being

Heaviside’s function), could be assumed as first approximation making straightforward the

4

Hildebrand´s cohesion model ? Hvap is a measure of the binding energy in the liquid state. In Kumar´s cohesion model
[ ] the new cohesive parameter, the Kumar’s constant (dK ) is the heat of melting ?Hfus: dK . Kumar´s value δK =

111 MPa1/2 .
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calculation of µ l . For T between 500 and 1000 K, derived µ l
int

int

ranges between 26.3 and 37. 6

kJ/mol, driving to Hs values ranging between: 15.9 and 16.8 kJ/mol.
Modified Embedding Atom Methods (MEAM) means a third way to provide predictions of the
partial molar heat of solution (- Hs ) by direct simulation of metal cohesion, He-metal and He-He
interaction. Transitions from crystalline Li to configurations, having the liquid Li structure’s factors
( hˆ( q) ), were simulated ab-initio in to check the soundness of the potentials. Once
hˆ( q) reproduced, He atoms are added, one by one, to the Li system. Parallel lines for each case,

with slopes clearly independent on the number of He atoms in the system, are obtained for
energy vs. pressure at given temperatures. Average differences between two adjacent parallels
at zero pressure, once kinetic energy of the system discounted, represents the energy gained by
an He atom when added to the Li system, related to the solution energy: -Hs .
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@673 K

@1273 K

Figure 7.

Energy versus pressure dependence of the simulated liquid Li system
composed of 1000 Li atoms, without He atoms (pure Li system) and after
the addition of one-by-one He atoms, at given temperatures: 673 K and
1273 K. (Symbols: x x x: no He atoms added, + + +: one He atoms added, - - -: two non-clustered He atoms in the system, -m- 2 clustered He
atoms in the system and - - three independent atoms.)
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Figure 8. Values obtained for helium solubility in Li and measured points from [17].
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3.1.2. Helium Henry's constant in liquid Pb

In connection with theory of solubility of He in LM, T-LH model appears as the simplest
procedure to extrapolate from known experimental measurements from alkali and Group IV LM
(Pb, Sn, Ge) to Pb15.7Li.
Experimental values for He in Li [17] and K [18] solubility data are consistent with T-LH
model and semi-empirical extrapolation: ln(1/KH) = a0+a1/T+a2 d. In the last expression
regression constants ai depend on gas solute for given values of cohesion parameters (d).
Value of Henry´s constant depends functionally on temperature and cohesion as: (K H)ij [T, d], T:
temperature and a cohesion parameter d measuring the cohesive forces joining molecules.
Diverse models provide fundamentally-based values for d. Simple dimensional expression for
cohesion parameter is: d=(U/ν)0.5, with U [J·mol-1] being the specific cohesive energy between
liquid constituents and ν [m3 mol-1] the substance specific volume. In Hildebrand’s cohesion
model the cohesion parameter (dH) is computed for U values being is the sum of the molar
vaporisation energy (?Uvap) and the energy required to expand the saturated vapour to pressure
zero (?U8 ), i.e.: U = ∆Uvap + ∆U∞ = ∆Hvap + ∆H∞ - RT+ psν , ps saturation pressure vapor. At
temperatures well below the boiling point:U ≈ ∆Hvap – RT, i.e.: dH=[(∆Hvap – RT)/ν]0.5 . Kumar´s
cohesion model is based on the fact that in terms of density, atomic packing, co-ordination and
structural order a LM eutectic is a “quasi-crystal” rather than a “condensed-gas”. Kumar´s
cohesion model [19] in where heat of melting rather than vaporization energy (in Hildebrand´s) is
used to derive cohesion parameter (now dK) dK =[(∆Hfus )/ν]0.5 seems
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Table II. Thermodynamic properties of liquid K, Li, Pb and Pb-17Li eutectic alloy [20].

Tm(K)

K

Li

Sn

Pb

Pb-17Li

336

459

505

600

508

39.10

6.94

118.7

207.19

173.16

0.819-

0.510-

7.371-

10.665-

9.99-1.68·10 -3(T-

-2.38·10 -4(T-Tm)

-0.75·10-4(T-Tm)

-0.67·10-5(T-Tm)

-12.64·10-4(T-Tm)

117-0.066(T-Tm)

410-0.18(T-Tm)

1.695

Melting point
M
Molecular weight
-3

?l [g·cm ]
Density

273.15)
-1

s [mN·m ]
Surface tension
Hº 298

550-0.078(T-Tm)

462-0.11(T-Tm)

480-0.09(T-Tm)

1.106

1.644

1.553

15.49

6.70

15.49

12.86

1.3264+

3.05+

-1

[kcal·mol ]
Sº298
-1 -1

[cal·mol K ]
c p (solid state)
-1 -1

[cal·mol K ]

-1.00126+1.627·10 -2T+

5.64+

+2.07·105T-2
-3

?Hfus

5.23
-3

+ 19.405·10 T

+8.60·10 T

0.56

0.69

1.657

1.5

-3

+2.30·10 T
0.72

1.141

1.404

1.900

2.763

[kcal·mol -1]
?Sfus
-1 -1

[cal·mol K ]
c p (liquid state)
[cal·mol-1K-1]

8.8825-4.565·10
T+2.9369T2

-3

7.0

5.85

-3

7.75-0.73·10 T

-4

8.078-3.776·10 T

to be more appropriate to semi-empirical extrapolations in alkali. For LM δH is one order of
magnitude larger than δk (see Table II).
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Table III. Cohesion parameters: dH: Hildebrand´s, dK: Kumar´s constant for liquid K, Li and Pb.
Liquid metal
K
Li
Sn
Pb

Melting point
[K]
336
459
505
600

dH
[MPa1/2]
43
111
117
124

dK
[MPa1/2 ]
5.8
16.2
13.0
18.2

Before applying we should check the two available cohesion models reasonably to be
applied for LM: Hildebrand´s (δH) and Kumar´s (δK) with available measurements for He in alkali
( Li , K ).
When applying Hildebrand cohesion model to LM a large mismatch with experimental values
(Li [17] and K) [18] is observed. With a same solute (He), solubility in alkali is more naturally
fitted using δK values as: a0 = 0.796, a1 [K] = 900 and a2 = 0.0801 [MPa-1/2 ]. It should be noticed
the net improvement of semi-empirical fitting quality with the consideration of change in solution
energy in K with respect to Li, by accounting of different surface tensions in liquid Li and K.
Following basics of T-LH model a direct semi- empirical extrapolation of solubility from alkali
(Li, K,..) into Group IV metals (Ge, Sn, Pb,..) would be, in principle, not valid due to a different
nature of He vs. surface interaction through Van der Waals forces in a Li or in a Pb hole. We
keep with this result in mind in order to justify the possibility to extrapolate among the same type
of Group´s metals. It allows extrapolations along the same group of liquid metals.
Thus, the same model can be applied to reproduce experimental measurement for Krypton in Sn
and in Pb [21] in order to check validity for Group IV metals.
Now for Kr, solubility in Sn and Pb is again more naturally fitted using δK values with: a0 =
0.936, a1 [K] = 1007. and a2 = 0.0325 [MPa-1/2].
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Now, it seems possible to use T-LH model to extrapolate Krypton solubility values in Pb to
Helium in Pb considering T-LH model dependencies (~ m-3/2 on solute mass and a correction
accounting for difference in surface tension derived from different size of hole in Pb:
( m He / mKr ) − 3 / 2 ⋅ exp(

2
2
− 4πσ ( R He
− R Kr
)
) ~ 103.
RT

The proposed values for Helium solubility in Li were:

[

]

Li
KH He
at. fr.Pa −1 = 7.5 ⋅10 −13 ⋅ exp( −16720 / RT )

(R in [kJ/mol K]).
The proposed values for Helium solubility in Pb are:

[

]

Pb
KH He
at. fr.Pa −1 = 4 ⋅10 −11 ⋅ exp( −117 .5 / RT )

(4)

(R in [kJ/mol K]).
Now a mixing activity rule (it is an approximation) :
Pb15.7 Li
Li
Pb
Li
Pb
KH He
= 0.157 KH He
+ 0.843 KH He
+ 0.157 ⋅ 0.843 KH He
KH He
+ ( discarded )

is proposed to derive He Henry´s constant for the Li-Pb binary eutectic alloy. From such as
approximation it is straightforward to justify that Li activity determines the Helium solubility in
Pb15.7Li.
Values for He in Pb15.7Li range between 2 10-14 and 4 10-14 at.fr. Pa-1 from 600-1200 º C
(Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Henry’s constants for (He, Kr) in the LM: K, Li, Pb, Sn, and Pb-15.7Li.

3.2.

Helium atomic diffusivities in LM

As for the case of solubility, the measurement of atomic diffusion coefficient in Pb-Li alloys
appears problematic and potentially full of diverse parasitic effects. Considering the high Sc
numbers, the control of convection fields (temperature/density gradient control) should be,
among others, extremely demanding for the quality of measurement. In this sense
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measurements at microgravity are ideal for experimental diffusion measurements in LM and
some of them has been performed [ 22].
The formation of micro-bubbles itself could change (diminishing) dramatically measured
values of diffusion coefficients in LM. Available measurement for He diffusion coefficients in Li
are overviewed hereafter together with results from computational MD approaches and basic
theory. Values for helium diffusion coefficient in Pb-Li has never been evaluated.
Range of diffusion coefficient values of in LM mixtures are discussed with focus on Pb15Li .
3.2.1. Helium diffusion coefficient in liquid Li
In the last years liquid Li have been deeply and widely investigated through a large set of
works in literature showing large capability to reproduce distribution functions (structural order),
self-diffusion and diffusion processes [23, 24]. This effort has meant through years to convenient
look for convenient (ab-initio tight-binding based) interatomic potentials and to validate them
experimentally. High quality potentials for Li -Li interaction have been validated through fine
spectroscopy methods [25].
Using such as potentials diverse liquid Li properties as density, surface tension, kinetic
viscosity, were computed with a large success reproducing experimental data [24].
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Figure 10. Molecular dynamics simulation of evolution of He-Li system performed by [13]
using mean field approximation and using interatomic potential [23-26]

From pair potential profiles of binary He-Li systems (Figure 11) some qualitative features
of the He-Li system can be enounced as:
(1) Li aggregation at short distance,
(2) weakness of Li-He interaction (bonding stability) and
(3) relatively strong He-He longer range interaction.
The self-diffusion and He diffusion coefficient in Li is directly evaluated following
standard procedures as:
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D=

r

r

i

i

∑ [v (0)v (t )]

∞

kT 1
m ∫0 N

i

[vri ( 0)]2

dt

(5)

being vri (t ) velocity profiles followed by particles. Such as potential qualitative features favors
SUFFICIENCY CONDITIONS for He clustering and bubble formation in at sufficient He-Li
For validated interatomic potentials

6

Li and 7Li (and mutual) self-diffusion coefficients

(also for Sn) have been predicted and confirmed at experimental level [22, 27] as a direct
demonstration of the powerfulness of the approach (see Figure 10).

Figure 11. Theoretical, measured and MD simulated values of Li self-diffusion coefficient
and He diffusion coefficient in Li from different sources.
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Figure 12. Ranges and profiles of in He-Li systems (Li-Li potential from [23, 24], He-Li
potential from [ 25,26] and He-He potential from [28]) .
3.2.2. Helium diffusion coefficient in Li -Pb mixtures
As has been mentioned, values for helium diffusion coefficient in Pb-Li mixtures has never
been evaluated. No data or simulations are at present known neither for He in Pb. It is part of
possible future efforts. In general works in literature for He atomic diffusion coefficients in LM
mixtures are absent.
At this point, in order to have an order of magnitude values for He atomic diffusivity in Pb-Li
eutectic alloy it is only possible to proceed in a rough qualitatively form. Comparison of diffusion
data for hydrogen and helium in lithium related it with data for hydrogen in Pb17Li (assumed as
eutectic) provi des such as estimation, i.e.: [He diffusion in Pb17Li] vs. [He diffusion in Li] = [H
diffusion in Pb-Li] vs. [H diffusion in Li] .
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Figure 13. Values of He diffusion coefficient in Pb17Li obtained by extrapolation of values
from He in Li, Hydrogen in lithium and Hydrogen in Pb-17Li data.
A nearly constant factor of about 30 (ratio between He in Li and Hydrogen in Li) can be
taken to extrapolate data from Hydrogen in Pb17Li into values He values in Pb17Li.

This

approximation is supported by the fact that Li determines de eutectic chemical activity (i.e.:
interaction potentials). Thus, values for he in Pb-Li alloys are close to those of He in Li.
Soundness of this approximation can be supported by:
(1) similar dynamic structure factors S(q) and compressibility of liquid Li and eutectic Li-Pb
and,
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(2) the fact that He and H vs. Li-Pb mixtures interaction is mainly determined by lithium
chemical activity as shown by solubility values (Figure 9).
Values for He diffusion coefficient in Pb-Li shown in Figure 13 obtained from the described
extrapolation procedure are used as reference for analyses hereafter.

c1

c1

cn+1
Dissolving
from cn+1

c n+1

cn

Clustering
to cn+1

c1

c1
cn-1

c n-1
Dissolving
to cn-1

Clustering
from cn-1

x, y

1 0

Figure 14. Processes for atomic clustering from solution and bubble re-dissolution in the LM.
Four balancing processess can be considered for/from a cluster of N-atoms. A cluster of N atoms is
formed by clustering of a N-1 one with one atom in solution or by redissoving of 1 (any) of the atoms
in a N+1 cluster. A N cluster can disappear by promotion inot a N+1 cluster or by redissolution of 1
(any) of the atoms in the N cluster into a N-1 cluster.
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3.3. A Continuum-Scale Nucleation Model (CSNM) for He atoms in Pb15.7Li
3.3.1. Generalities

A bubble is formed by clustering of atoms. Once primary data values (He solubility constant,
He diffusion coefficient in Pb15.7Li, ) available, bubble formation through clustering of atoms in
solution should be described by a conveniently-formulated nucleation model. Continuum-scale
nucleation models (CSNM) means the simple physical representation and description for helium
from solution bubble nucleation phenomena. Main aspects of a such as models are described
here following. Validated schemes for helium bubbles nucleation phenomena in solids and
formulations, particularly for 3 He bubbles in tritides [4], has meant the main base of inputs for the
present analyses of He bubbles in LM.
Formulation of a CSNM should give precise description of the main channels for atomic
clustering and bubble re-dissolution mechanisms in the LM, together with a quantification of their
process rates. Rates for clustering/re-dissolution mechanisms determine the kinetics of the
nucleation process. This description is complete through an appropriate CSNM master equation
expressed approximately at low atom cluster orders. It is given hereafter.
An important aspect for all the nucleation analyses is related with the minimum number of
clustering atoms. As it is demonstrated, few atoms are just needed to constitute a differentiated
nucleated media (bubble). As in solids re-dissolution can be justified as negligible at high atomic
orders.
Stability characteristics of bubble nucleation is based on He-He binding energies and on the
demonstration of He(s) -He(s) binding as exothermal thermodynamic process. A direct proof of
that important point is given from first principles.
Finally, considering the nature (number of atoms and sizes) of the cluster formed, depending
on them, their migration characteristics can be described with satisfactory precision.
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3.3.2. Binding energies and “solution state” of Helium atoms in LM
State of solution of atoms in LM and binding energy of He atoms within clusters are
interdependent aspects. One of imporant result from the analysis of such aspects is the
demosntration that binding of an he atom to an existing cluster (bubble) is thermodynamically
speaking exothermal. Binding energy of atoms in a bubble can be assessed by different
methods. Two different assessment procedures driving to comparable results for binding
energies are proposed here.
A simple geometric rule for packing He atoms and energies to create larger spherical
bubbles against surface tension in the liquid adding ony by one atom allows to make an
estimation of He atom binding energies to bubbles. Considering the LM surface tension (0.33
N/m for Li and 0.45 N/m for Pb-17Li) the energy required to create a hole in Li with the neutral
He atom diameter (0.62 A) is very low:~

0,100103 eV. ((T =454 K) , 2 He line atoms at 2

covalent radii distance (0.64 Å) :~ 0,106 eV. (Li), 3 He ET atoms at (0.69 Å) :~ 0,123 eV.
(Li), 4 He tetrahedral atoms creating a packing hole (0.843 Å) :~ 0,184 eV. (Li). .
Extrapolations to higher number of atoms can be estimated by packing tetrahedrals
( Figure 15)

Figure 15. Rough assessment of bibnding energies for He atoms to clusters of He-atoms in
LM (values for Li)
A complementary assessment of He binding energies to stably constitued bubbles can be
derived from appropriate Equation of State (EoS) for He bubbles. Among the diverse available
in litterature we suggest the use of [29] valid for real gas (bubble internal pressure can be
GPa) and accounting for bubble curvature effects on gas thermodynamic variables:
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 A3 
−1 / 2
−1 / 3
vA 
(T [ K ], p[kbar]) = (37.5 + 0.01077 ⋅ T −12.695⋅ T ) p +
atom



(6)

+ (−20.73 − 0.040779⋅ T ) p −2/ 3 + (1.7601+ 0.17614 ⋅T − 19.641⋅ T −1/ 2 + 32.62 ⋅ T −1 ) p −1

Figure 16. Energetic diagram for binding of He atoms in solution to a stable bubble.
Assuming spherical5 bubbles & s ol vi ng it numerical l y for r n:

4
2σ (T )
Vbubble = πrn3 = nν a (
,T )
3
rn

(7)

with n being the number of atoms per bubble. Binding energy of an He atom in a bubble having
n Helium atoms can be expressed as:
E n (T ) = 4πσ (T )( rn2−1 + r12 − rn2 )

(8)

It is important to emphasize (again) how the process of formation of a bubble with n atoms from
a bubble with n-1 and 1 isolated atom in solution minimize the total energy of the systems.
Binding of He atoms in solution is EXOTHERMIC.

5

Shape of bubble and its role will be discussed in following sections.
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454 K

En
[eV]

554 K

rn
[nm]
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554 K

454 K

n [atoms/bubble]

654 K
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[eV]

754 K

rn
[nm]
654 K

754 K

n [atoms/bubble]
Figure 17. Binding energy (left) and size (right) of Helium cluster in Li (top figures) or
Pb-Li alloy (bottom). Note that for n > 104 or 5 binding energy becomes
approximate constant.
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As it can be seen from Figure 17 as for self-trapping in solids: E n increases with n. Higher
values for the binding energies in Pb-17Li than in Li, due to the relatively higher surface tensions.
As expected from surface tension values bubbles are more stable at lower radii in Pb17Li than in
Li.

3.3.3. A nucleation model: CSNM master equation at initial nucleation stages
At microscopic level He is bred by (n,α) nuclear reaction as energetic alpha particle knocking
and displacing Li atoms, slowing down and thermalise into atomic concentrations in the LM. The
study of He clustering and bubble formation at initial nucleation stages (low order) have essential
significance in practise due the fact that:
(1) they allow to estimate kinetics of nucleation processes from atoms to minimum stable
clusters and
(2) the generation of nucleation centres assumed as minimum stable nucleated clusters.

A bubble is formed when a cluster of helium atoms stable for re-dissolution into the liquid
define a local pressure surmounting hydrostatic and LM surface tension.
Within a box of a static helium LM breeder (Li, PbLi) the four base processes in a
nucleation model depicted in Figure 14 are quantified in the following production-loss rate
equation:

dc N
= p1 sN −1c1c N −1 + qN +1c N +1 − p1s N c1c N − qN c N
dt

N ≥1

(9)

in where:
cN :
sn [--]:
p1: [s -1]:
qn: [s -1]:

is the concentration of “bubbles” considered as N-clustered atoms ;
number of adjacent solution sites around a N-cluster;
jumping hop rate between adjacent sites and
the redisolution rate of a N-cluster .

Considering the nucleation processes at the initial stages some fundamental simplifying
considerations can be made using knowledge derived from results of clustering by selftrapping in solids (FCC) [30]. It is a well stablished fundamented result through direct atomic
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balances in tritides that without trapping in crystalline structures few helium atoms are just
needed to cluster and to form a stable bubble [4].
At small N, any N atom in the bubble can disassociate and re-dissolve, i.e.:

q N ∝ N exp( − EN / kT ) for EN [eV] being the binding energy for an N-atom bubbled cluster.
Clustering by self-trapping in solids (fcc metals) shows this E N > EN-1 increasing the
difference with N. Then, during nucleation stage: cN+1 << cN. Then, at high N (N> 3) redissolution can be neglected (qN = 0, N< 4) and nucleus (“bubble”) can be considered stable
for re-dissolution.
Then, we can focus analyses at low orders (N < 4) for He mobile atoms, He-pairs and Hestable-triplets assumed here as “minimum He bubble.
Then, relating to hosting atom concentrations (Li or Li-Pb) (i.e.: all concentrations are
expressed in at. fr.) we can write for atomic concentrations of mobile He atoms c1 :

dc1
= g + 2 p1s1c 21 + 2q2c 2 − p1s 2c1c2 − p1s B c1c B
dt

(10)

dc2
= p1s1c 21 − p1s2c1c2 − q2 c2
dt

(11)

for mobile pairs c2:

for triplets c3:

dc B
= p1 s2 c1c 2
dt

(12)

being:
g [s -1] :
atomic generation rate (atomic breeding),
p1 [s -1] :
jumping hop rate from and adjacent site to bubble,
s1[at.fr.]: adjacent site concentrations associated with atoms,
s2 [at.fr.] : adjacent site concentrations associated with pairs,
q2: [s -1] : pair disassociation and redisolution rate,
sB(r) [--]:
adjacent site concentrations associated with a N-cluster.
Unknowns of the problem are: c1 , c 2 and c3 . Assessment of last values {g [s-1] , q2 [s-1] ,
s1,[at.fr.], s2 [at.fr.], sn(r) [--], p1 [s -1]} is needed to evaluate kinetic constants and relative
concentration levels of reference at initially low atomic orders. It is of interest to make explicit,
as it is done, the dependence of number of adjacent sites to bubble on bubble size (radius):
sn(r) .
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g(r)

Figure 18. Pair correlation distribution functions corresponding to validated values of dynamic
structure fac tors S(q) for liquid lithium at diverse temperatures [24].
It could be of interest to analyse how such as rates are assessed for FCC structure in order
to justify their values in a Li or Li-Pb „quasy -crystal“.
In a FCC structure an interstitial He in the crystralline lattice has at disposition 12 (= s1)
adjacent ortohedral sites, then:

p1 = 12

D
(a 0 / 2 ) 2

,

with D being the atomic diffusion

coefficient in the material and a0 the lattice parameter. Disassociation/re-dissolution rate q2 for
a pair can be directly assessed considering that any of the two atoms should surmount binding
energy in the pair: q 2 ∝ 2 exp( − E 2 / kT ) and once surmounted they should jump into available
sites q2 ∝ 2 p1 exp( − E 2 / kT ) . Considering that any of two atoms can re-dissolve we need to
account for a combinatorial fraction (7/12). The number of adjacent sites associated with an
He-pair is 19 (= s2) and with a He-triplet 23 (= s3). Finally, the effective number of sites
surrounding a bubble of radius r

s n ( r ) ≅ 4π ( r + a 0 / 2) 2 N M

material atomic density.
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2/3

with NM being the hosting

Once FCC analogy in mind we can make the corresponding assessment by „transpotting
concepts“ into quasy crystal liquid metal structure (Figure 14).
Jumping hop rate of helium atom between adjacent sites can be written as:
D1

p1 = 8π

∑ b g (b )
2
i

≈ 8π

i

D1
b12

(13)

i

(bi as expressed in Figure 18).
The concentration of adjacent sites to a N-cluster (a radius r n bubble) can be related with the
number of unoccupied solution sites (atomic density NL [m-3]) in the liquid and can be simply
written as:

s n ( r ) = 4πrn2 N s ( rn ) 2 / 3 = 4πrn2[ N L (1 − c1 )] 2 / 3 ≈ 4πrn2[ N L ] 2 / 3

(14)

.
15

DHe :: 3 10-8 m2/s

E2 :: 0.32 eV

Conc.
[a.u.] 10

c1 [/Li-atom]

CONC k, 1
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CONC k, 3
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0
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Figure 19. Kinetic assessment for low order clustering of He in Lithium -Lead from approx.
numerical solution eqs. (10-12). Values correspond to a 1 unit volume of Pb17Li
(g [s -1] = 4 10-10 s-1 = 380 0.001 /9800*3600*24 )
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Figure 20. Time scale for He clustering (bubble generation process).

Based on the preceding considerations some kinetic conclusions at low order can be derived
from CSNM (Figure 19 and 20).

3.3.4. Nucleation model at high orders
CSNM can be generalized as follows.

r
r
∂c n ( x , t )
∂ 2 cn ( x , t )
r
r
r
= − Dn
+ (λ&c )1, n−1 c1 ( x , t )cn −1 ( x , t ) + (λ&D )n +1 cn +1 ( x , t ) −
2
∂t
∂x
r
r
r
− (λ&c )1,n c1 ( x, t )cn ( x , t ) − (λ&D ) n cn ( x , t )

n≥2

r
cn ( x , t )

local concentration n-atom bubbles,

Sn

source term for bubbles having n-atoms,

Ln

loss terms of a bubble with n-atoms.

(λ&c ) n,1

loss terms of a bubble with n-atoms.

(λ&D ) n

loss terms of a bubble with n-atoms.

First order equation (n=1) includes atomic breeding G:

r
r
∂c1 ( x, t )
∂ 2c1 ( x, t ) &
& ) c ( xr, t ) − (λ& ) c 21 ( xr, t )
= −D
+
G
+
(
λ
D 2 2
c 1,1
∂t
∂x 2
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with now n = 1 being breedign flux of He atoms or implantation distributions φ (x,t). Subsequent
orders can be writen as:

r
r
r
r
r
r
∂c2 ( x , t )
∂ 2 c2 ( x , t )
= − D2
+ (λ&c )1,1 c12 ( x , t ) + ( λ&D ) 3 c3 ( x , t ) − ( λ&c )1, 2 c1 ( x , t )c2 ( x , t )
2
∂t
∂x
r
− (λ&D ) 2 c2 ( x , t )
r
r
∂c3 ( x, t )
∂ 2c3 ( x , t )
= − D3
+
∂t
∂x 2

+ 4( λ&D ) 4 c4 − (λ&c ) 3,1 c3c1 − 3(λ&D ) 3 c3 + ( λ&c ) 2,1 c2c1 + [2(λ&D ) 2 c2 − ( λ&c )1,1c12 ]
It is interesting to evidence and to
emphasize how the problem is

flux self-

coupled depending:

∑(−1)
n

[S

( n)

− L ]=
( n)

j +1

( j + 1)(λ&D ) j c j ( rx , t ) +

j =1

∑(−1) (λ& )
n

+ [G& +

j

c

c ( rx, t )c j ( xr , t )]

j, 1 1

j =1

Promotion by clustering (λc)n,1

and

dissolution rates (λD )n depend on both
hope frequencies and bubble sizes:

(λc)n,1 (υ n, r n); (λD )n (υ n, r n). Then we
need to establish the appropriate
dependencies for an atom in a bubble
with n atoms.
Redissolution rates from (λD)n can be
simply evaluated from:
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(1) density of He atoms within the bubble: n/VB,
(2) the bubble atoms sticking frequency f in the inner surface (size dep.):

1 kT
2r 2πm
(3) Binding Boltzmann´s factor: exp( − En / kT )
f (r) ≈

The re-dissolution rate of an atom in a bubble with n atoms (n
high) can be then calculated and expressed as:

(λ&D ) n [ s−1 ] =

kT / 2πm
exp( −En / kT )(1 − θ n )
2rn

Figure 21. He re-dissolution rate from a n-bubbles into Li or Pb-Li at low dilution ( θ n = 0).
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The expression includes the factor θ n accounting for the number of solution sites available
in the LM. It could be of interest to relate with solubility and pressure in the n-bubble in
equilibrium with Helium atomic partial pressure: θ n ≈

K H p (rn )
.
c1

Figure 22. He re-dissolution rates for dilution factors from n-bubble into Pb-Li at T = 754 K.
Then, it could be easily justified how re-dissolution rates drops drastically close to supersaturation conditions.
Promotion

by clustering (λc)n,1

being: s ( rn ) = 4πrn

2

can be expressed as:

N s ( rn ) 2/ 3 = 4πrn2 [ N 2 / 3θ n
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2/ 3

].

(λ&c ) n,1[ s −1 ] = p1sn (r ) now

Remark simply from the last rough assessment that promotion rates increase with n-bubbles
radius and permits to justify values larger by several orders of magnitudes.

Figure 23. He promotion rates for dilution factors from n-bubble into Pb-Li at T = 754 K with
diverse occupancy factors.
This is an important qualitative result for the analysis at high n. Promotion of solved He
atoms to bubbles shows large rates determining the dynamics of bubble growth.
At the moment, for the analyses done it has been possible to show how provided a large
enough (He) atomic generation, bubbles can growth up to nanometre ranges. Further they will
accommodate stably or not to liquid metal local conditions.
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3.3.5. Bubble migration parameters and ranges
Bubble Dn values comes determined by their sizes. For sub-micron bubbles having diameters
below 1 µm, bubble motion is mainly driven by local temperature fluctuation (Brownian motion).
In this case Dn can be expressed by Stockes-Einstein equation:

Dn =

kT
6πηrn

Dn
[m2 /s]

rn [m]
Figure 24.

Values for He submicron bubble brownian diffusivities in Li (circles at 673 and 773
K) and in Pb-Li (squares at 673 and 773 K).

Values for viscosity and density taken from [20] Li: ln (η [Pa-s]) = -4.164 – 0.6374 ln (T[K]) +
292.1 /T[K] for ρ [kg/m3] = 278.5 –0.04657 T + 274.6 (1-T/3500)0.467 , Pb-17Li: lη [Pa-s] = 0.187
10-3 exp(1400/T) , ρ [kg/m] = 10.45 103 (1-161 10-6 T).
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Scn-1 [-]

r-n [m]
Figure 25.

Values for Schmidt numbers for transport of sub-micron He bubbles in Li and in
Pb17Li brownian diffusivities in Li (circles at 673 and 773 K) and in Pb-Li (squares
at 673 and 773 K).

For further transport studies it is finally of interest to compare sub-micron bubble migration
characteristics Dn with liquid kinematic viscosity: ν ; (Sc)n = ν/Dn= µ/ρDn.
This ratio is plotted in Figure 25. Note that even for sub-micron bubbles and for the low LM
viscosity the liquid kinematic viscosity would be largely responsible of bubble transport. For
atomic He, Sc values are about 103 so argument keeps valid for transport of atomic helium.
For bubbles larger than 1 µm, bubble friction, liquid drag flow and bubble buoyancy are
additional driving forces for isothermal bubble transport.
If bubbles would accommodate stable radii it results be qualitative simple to describe the
migration characteristics of the bubble in a static or in a flowing liquid metal channel. As it will be
seen in next section bubbles accommodate their sizes to tenths of nanometres. If it happens, the
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brownian component dominates in front of other driving forces Bubble drag or bubble buoyancy
would act as marginal contributions to bubble motion.
3.4. He bubble evolution conditions in Pb15.7Li
Simple Laplace mechanical balance equation can be considered to justify the stability of
bubble in LM (Li and Pb17Li). Starting its stable nucleation radii in the LM, bubble can evolve in
through stable configuration when keeping the cavity stability condition. The analysis of bubble
evolution can be done once some evolution hypothesis assumed. The simplest and reasonable
set of assumptions to be taken for stable bubble evolution along channels is that of local
thermodynamic equilibrium: bubble accommodate its size to local pressure and temperatures. If
bubble guarantee such mechanical equilibrium (inner pressure counterbalance the surface tension
and external (hydrodynamic) pressure), the bubble exists. Otherwise bubble implodes and inner
gas re-dissolves in the liquid. Evolution of a gas bubble can consider or not, mass transfer from
dissolved helium (and tritium). For exact general description of bubble evolution with mass
transfer, two-phase dispersion models are needed.
3.4.1. Conditions for existence of static bubbles
In a closer domain of liquid at pressure
p ext at given gas concentrations c0, at
zero

gravity,

possible

equilibria

for

distributions of N identical bubbles per unit
volume of radius R 0 exist. To describe the
configuration (Figure 26) we can write the
following transport equation:

∂c (r , t )
∂t

r > R (t )

conditions:

R (0 ) = R0 and

D ∇ 2c ( r , t ) =
with

initial

c(r,0) = c0 r > R0 .
Figure 26 Bubble configuration and parameters within a liquid.
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c( R , t ) = k * ρ (t ) . A equation of

Thermodynamic equilibrium conditions can be expressed as:

state (E-O-S) for gas bubble for the bubble can be written as: ρ ( p) = ρ ( p0 +

2σ
) with p being
R

the gas inner pressure, related with density through E-O-S: ρ(p).
Mass balance at the bubble volume through the bubble surface can be expressed as:

d 4π 3
∂c ( R, t ) dR
(
R ρ ) = 4πR 2[ D
+
c ( R, t )]
dt 3
∂r
dt
Thermodynamic equilibrium can be expressed as:

c s = k *ρ ( p0 ) , k* being the Ostwald

coefficient (the volumetric fraction of gas dissolved) related with Henry´s constant (in Figure 9) as:

KH =

M Li k *
⋅
. Solving and after direct algebra:
ρ Li RT

2σ
2σ
2σ 
∂ c ( R, t )

R& (1 − k )ρ ( p0 +
)−
ρ ' ( p0 +
) = D
R
3R
R 
∂r

Equilibrium solutions R& = 0 means:
*
The solution is obviously: c0 = k ρ ( p0 +

∂c( R, t )
=0
∂r

then:

(15)

c ( R, t ) :: ctn = c0 for R :: ctn = R0 .

2σ
).
R0

From the fact that : ρ (x ) be a monotonic decreasing function of its argument there exist a
*
minimum value: k ρ ( p 0 ) ≡ cS . R0 exist if and only if c 0 ≥ c S (super-saturation).

Note that in such conditions there exist an equilibrium solution for bubble radius:

Re =

2σ
c
p[ ρ ( 0* )] − p0
k

but another possible mathematical solution R0 → ∞ , not bubble at all, is possible. In this sense it
is commonly expressed that supersaturation is a necessary condition for bubble formation but not
sufficient. A quantitative proof of principle of bubble nucleation phenomena under irradiation is
needed. It is possible to demonstrate (it is a farragous demonstration not done here) that c 0 < c S
(undersaturation) drives to: R& < 0 . Thus, a bubble formed under non-supersaturation conditions
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will decay in finite time. We need bubbles to be formed R0 > R e under super-saturation. If not,
even under supersaturated conditions bubbles will decay and re-dissolve in the liquid.

Some

addional remarks. For R e assessment we need a good EoS for gas in bubbles at the range

c0
k*

and remark how Re depends on k* values (i.e. KH values). Selection of convenient EoS is not
obvious. Considering pressure ranges the assumption of ideal law for gas within the bubble is
incorrect. The following EoS [29] is suggested:

 cm 3 
vA 
(T[ K ], p[ kbar]) = (22.575 + 0.0064855 ⋅ T − 7.2645 ⋅ T −1 / 2 ) p −1/ 3 + ...

 mol 
.. + ( −12.483 − 0.024549 ⋅ T ) p −2 / 3 + (1.0596 + 0.10604 ⋅ T − 19.641 ⋅ T −1 / 2 + 189.84 ⋅ T −1 ) p −1
because it could account on curvature effects for native small bubbles.
3.4.2. Conditions for bubble evolution: growth, shrinkage or decay

2σ

r > Re =

Conditions for bubble stable evolution

p[

have been advanced. Bubbles evolve in

c0
]int − pext
k*

a stable form for r > R e . Note in eq. (15)
that solution with
when

no

flux

R& = 0 is possible even
across

bubble-fluid

r

r

interface.
We keep with this simple stability

Re

condition in mind for further analyses.
Under such simple condition, bubble

Figure 27 Bubble stable evolution criteria in the LM.

shrinkage and decay is forbidden.

Note that pext value (assumed as external pressure) is the fluid local press ure. A sudden
increase of this local value pext (often negligible in front of p) can make r to be below Re provoking
the shrinkage and even the decay of the bubble. Gas bubble re-dissolve in the liquid contributing
to the ground atomic concentrations c0. The analysis of bubble evolution can be done once some
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evolution hypothesis assumed. The most simple and reasonable assumptions for stable bubble
evolution along homogeneous LM channels is that of bubble accommodate its size to local
pressure and temperatures (bubble isothermal and isobaric evolution). In the case of random
migration thermal gradients

∂T
could have specific contributions to Brownian velocity that can be
∂x

Ed a3
E ∂T 1
exp( − d )
evaluated as: < u b >=
, in where -Ed is the activation energy for atomic
2
kT
kT ∂x R
3

diffusion (see Figure 13) R the (evolving) bubble radius and a the He atomic volume ( a ~ 30 A).
3.4.3. Bubble coalescence and bubble break up
Modelling of coalescence of transported bubbles can be straight realized through capture
equations considering bubble populations and mean free paths in the bearing media.
Bubbles coalescence and bubble stability are interdependent phenomena. The bubbles
coalescence by pairs. Two identical bubbles (size R) coalesce to a new bubble by adding inner

R

R*

R

(R* )3
2σ 

v EOS T , ( p0 + * ) 
R 


=2

(R)3
2σ 

v EOS T , ( p 0 +
)
R



Figure 28 Bubble coalescence criteria in the LM.
gas amounts and finding a new equilibrium situation at size R* with R < R*< 2 R. Exact
equilibrium value depends on EoS. For appropriate EoS, [29] new radii should be obtained by
numerical methods.
Liquid metal with low viscosity (as Li and PbLi) , coalescence is largely counterbalanced by
bubble break-up [31].
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r

Bubble break-up or, the natural tendency of a stable He bubble to split in two smaller bubble,
should be considered energetically speaking, strongly favoured by Pb-Li alloy properties (low
viscosity and r elatively low surface tension)
Any preliminary coalescence analysis should start with the assessment of volumetric gas
fraction. For gas fraction below 1%vol, bubble can be assumed as evolving independently and
coalescence events can be neglected. In the case of large bubble break-up the gas volumetric
limits to be considered to account for bubble coalescence could be assumed even lower.
3.4.4. He bubbles and LM (M)HD
The analysis done in Section 3.3.5 and the partial conclusions proposed there are here
considered in order to justify that flowing alloy drags the fields bubble formed under irradiation.
The ratio between Brownian diffusivities and alloy kinetic viscosity show that flowing alloy drags
bubbles and alloy velocity field is the main input determining He bubble plume.
Other forces acting on bubble motion: buoyancy, local thermal gradients can be considered as
marginal contributions to bubble transport .
4.

Analyses for Pb15.7Li HCLL breeding channels
Specific analyses for channel conditions of HCLL design are proposed hereafter. In order to

perform a generic assessment, analyses done here consider the two poloidal-toroidal centred
Breeding Unit placed at the honeycombed structure in an equatorial module. In this calculation
unit the whole blanket tritium generation rate is averaged.
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Figure 29

Poloidal view of the module, Li- Pb circulation between BU in the segment
(top) and flowing channels defined in the BU (bottom figure) [32].

4.1. HCLL channel design specifications
In HCLL BUs the lithium-lead eutectic (Pb-15.7Li), highly (~ 90 %) Li6 enriched flows recirculating at slow (mm/s) velocities at geodetic pressure. The alloy flows through the unit
following the scheme shown in Figure 29 [32].
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Figure 30

Li-Pb circulation through HCLL channels. Interespace between CPs and stiffners
define flowing channels for hydraulic and MHD analysis [32].
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4.2. Helium bubble characteristics in HCLL breeding channels (reference values)

Neutronic calculations provide values for He atomic breeding rate distributions (radial,
poloidal) in blanket segments and units. Helium atomic generation rate distribution: gHe (r,z)
-3

-1

[atoms m s ] are roughly those of tritium: 380 grams of T/day = 120 mol of atoms per day).
Values for atomic Helium molar concentrations are averaged as follows:
c He(r,p)= gHe (r,p) τ U
with τ U being the residence time in the unit. A rough estimation could be made assuming 120
3

-2

3

mol/day x 1 day/(10 alloy recirc.) x 1 recirc./(364.4) m of flowing 6 alloy = 3.3 10 mol/m (1. 98
22

3

10 atoms(He)/m ).

Last value is a reference order of magnitude value to be considered for a qualitative analysis
of bubble characteristics. Factors derived from poloidal and radial breeding distributions should
be considered for more precise assessments. As mentioned such He reference concentrations
are modified by LM flowing HD/MHD profiles along channels (Figure 30).

364.4 m3 is a LM breeding volume extrapolated from PPCS considering different breeding rates: 585 m 3
(as PPCS breeding volume) x 380/610.
6
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Figure 31

Values for predicted bubble radii from EOS at 774 K [29].

4.2.1. Size of created bubbles

We assume reference solubility values proposed in Section 3.1. for He solubility in Pb15.7Li:
values ranging between 2 and 4 10-14 at.fr. Pa-1. At T = 774 K, the bubble inner pressure using
EOS [ 29] drives to 94.5 MPa and equilibrium values for created bubbles are about 10 nm
(9.47). External pressures (hydrostatic, inertial,..) have negligible effects.
Assumption of ideal gas for He within the bubble drives to a (wrong) value of inner pressures
of 19.4 MPa and creation radii of 46 nm.
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4.2.2. Number of created bubbles

We take 9.47 nm value derived from EOS as reference. Using conclusions from Section
3.2.2 and results from Figure 17. For 9.47 nm Helium bubbles in Pb-Li, the number of atoms
per bubble are about 6 104.
Provided that all the bred atomic Helium is available to nucleate in bubbles the (maximum)
number of bubbles that can be generated can be then assessed as:

G B (r , p)[ bubbles / m 3 s] =

[ He − atoms/ m 3 s ]
[ He − atomsin a bubble ]

Important remark. Note that this value is a maximum value, but, considering the estimated
made for nucleation times in Section 3.3. of the order of ms (see Figure 20) , and the fact that
binding energies remains constant for number of atoms per bubble n > 105 (i.e.: no extra
thermodynamic force for transport from solution to nucleated bubble) this maximum value can
be assumed as close to the real case. Note from Figure 17 that bubble can be stable at larger
sizes. In this situation such maximum value can be considered quite close to the real value.
Table IV. Reference values for He atomic concentrations and bred bubbles in HCLL channels
/HCLL

C0

M
-3

[mol m ]
Pb-17Li

0.033

ρ

KH
-1

σ
-3

[gr]

[Pa ]

173

4 10-14 9800

-1

[kg m ]

[N m ]

0.42@774K

P int

Re

[MPa]

[nm]

94.5

9.47

GB
-3

-1

[m s ]

3.82 10 12

Bubble generation rate values have been averaged. Radial distributions from neutronic
analysis (q[r] = qFW exp(-4.5 r) dependencies) can be considered in order to account for radial
generation dependencies. It is convenient to express this dependence in terms of mean
generations as:
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q (r ) =

4.5 ⋅ q ⋅ L
exp( −4.5 ⋅ r )
1 − exp( −4.5 ⋅ L)

(L being the chanel length ~ 0.75 m).
The number [m-3 s-1] of bred bubble obtained 3.82 10

12

refers to nano-sized bubbles. It is

important to relate such values with gas volumic fractions.

r

L-r
GB[r]

1

2

3

JB[r+dr]

4
5
208 mm
6

7

8

750 mm
Figure 32. Li-Pb circulation scheme through HCLL BU [32].
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JB[r]

dr

4.2.3. Bubble migration and evolution conditions in HCLL Pb15.7Li channels
According to generic considerations made in Section 3.3.5 and Section 3.4.4. bubbles are
mainly transported under the flowing alloy velocity fields. A continuity equation can be defined
for bubble concentration NB(r,t) along BU channels:

∂N b ( r , t )
∂J ( r ,t )
=− b
+ Gb (r )
∂t
∂r
and assuming that in some way steady state conditions are established:

∂N b ( r ,t )
=0
∂t

∫ G (r)dr
r

J b (r ) =

à

b

L

the flux of bubbles can be simply assessed. It is assumed that Pb-Li is absolutely purged
(Helium purified) before entering at the top of blanket segments (Figure 32 and Table V). The
impact of LM hydrostatic pressure on %vol through bubble size can be assumed as negligible
and is not considered.

Table V. Transported bubbles reference values for bubble fluxes, bubble
concentrations and volumetric fractions in HCLL modules
Jb [# s-1 m-2 ]

Nb [# m-3]

%vol

0

0

1

1.73 1012

1.15 1015

6.10-7

2

5.93 1012

3.95 1015

1.10-6

3

8.90 1012

5.93 1015

2.10-6

4

1.18 1013

7.92 1015

2.10-6

5

1.48 1013

9.89 1015

3.10-6

6

1.78 1013

1.18 1016

4.10-6

7

2.07 1013

1.38 1016

4.10-6

8

2.37 1013

1.58 1016

5.10-6

0

0

(number coordinates in first column refer to Figure 32, Nb values assumes velocties of 1.5 mm/s)
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Helium gas bubble volumetric fraction generation rates in HCLL channels
Helium gas bubble volumetric fractions in HCLL LM channels are small. Volumetric fractions
is an important magnitude to evaluate the bubble coalescing probabilities in flowing channels.
It is straightforward to see that in the more dense situation in Table V; Nb [# m-3] = 1.58 1016
bubbles m-3, the homogeneously distributed bubbles with diameter db are at a mean distance:

d ≅

3

1
≈ 3.9µm ≈ 200 db >> d b .
Nb

At this conditions, the coalescing probability of the bubbles initially created with the
equilibrium value Re appears to be low. At such generation rates and volumic fractions we can
consider that nano-bubbles are generated and evolve as independent bubbles with low
coalescing probabilities (additional considerations are given in the next section).
4.3. Physical picture for tritium transport in Pb15.7Li channels with He bubbles
Generic considerations made in Section 3.4 are here tentatively adapted to HCLL DEMO
channel conditions.
For an independent nano-bubble, buoyancy and gravity are several orders of magnitude
lower than fluid drag forces. Those can be assumed as negligible in front of alloy momentum
transfers forces. Inertial effects on bubble shape can be neglected and bubble can be
assumed as perfectly spherical.
In such as conditions the general transport equation for a given bubble (Rayleigh-Plesset
equation) simplifies to a general advection-diffusion equation:

∂c r r
+ V ⋅ ∇c + Dn ∇ 2c = GB
∂t
in where fluid velocity field V is externally determined by MHD and detailed thermal-hydraulic
solutions for flowing alloy in the channel and Dn is the diffusion coefficient (Figure 24).
Then, one important input to establish the picture of bubble transport in channel is the
assumed alloy velocity field in the channel (Figure 33).
Thus, a given nano-bubble would be transported separately in the frame of an homogeneous
field of independent bubbles. The plume of nanobubbles would be mainly determined by exact
alloy velocity profiles, solutions of MHD U-front profile velocities and local convective fields
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determined by local temperature distributions. Random walk diffusion (values in Figure 24)
acts as plume dispersion coefficient for bubble motion. The characteristics of a given nanobubble would maintain constant along the alloy pathway in the segment with moderate
expansions in the channel hotter areas (< 15% according with EOS [ 29]).
For a stagnant bath of LM, thermal gradients would largely impact the intrinsic bubble
velocity component in the LM. Neverthel ess it can be assumed that thermal gradients would
first impact the alloy hydrodynamics and through it the transport of the bubble in the channel.
The analysis at this specific point appears difficult. As a general feature, a net component of
helium flux towards a colder CP interface can be justified.
At such as large bubble break-up, the channel wall effects on bubble transport would be
minimal. Such conclusions would keep valid even for the inter-space between CP and First
Wall (10 mm thick) in where the alloy pass from one BU to a next BU, pending of a detailed
analysis of MHD flow in this BU zone.

Figure 33

Bubble flow in channels and driving forces: buoyancy, weight, brownian diffusion
thermal gradient and LM viscous drag force.
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5. 2-phase dispersion model (2PDM) for t analysis in HCLL channels
5.1. Background
It is of paramount interest in the present study to assess how the field of bred bubble can
have an effect on tritium transport paths ways in the HCLL channels. A precise answer to this
question should be given by a detailed application of 2-phase dispersion model for He in Pb -Li
at HCLL design channel characteristics. 2-phase dispersion models are commonly used in the
design of stripping columns for tritium extractors but have wide application in the study of mass
transfer phenomena in bubbly flows. The particularity of 2-phase dis persion model in HCLL
channels are related with the low molar rates of bred bubble (1.4 10-3 mols s-1) for bubbles
showing ENORMEOUS specific areas (ALB ~ 108 m-1, exactly 3.2 108 m-1) The typical values
in stripping columns are 1 to 10 mol s -1 and 104 m-1, respectively.
Base equations for a general formulation of 2-phase dispersion models were summarized in
COMPU Task Deliv 1. (at Section 4.2.1) in where diverse approximation for 2-phase dispersion
models were presented.
The most simple numerical approximation of particular 2-phase dispersion model namely a
low dilution approximation for tritium without mixing between phases and its inherent
quantitative hypotheses are considered here. The objective is just to obtain reference values
for the extraction efficiencies caused by bred bubbles at HCLL BU channels and bubble
distributions (Table V).
The main assumptions adopted here are:

(1) low dilution approximation for tritium in the LM,
(2) as for He bubbles, the tritium is transported also by alloy MHD velocity fields along
channels,
(3) bubbles evolves under isothermal conditions, i.e. just the mass transferred to bubbles and
local temperature modifies the bubble characteristics,
(4) both formulation schemes and values for mass transfer coefficients from solution to bubble
(Kd) are assumed to be applicable to the nano-sized bubbles.
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The impact on tritium transport and values for bred bubbles „natural extraction
efficiencies“ are evaluated by following residence time scheme for the field of bubbles
progressively generated along the LM pathway (Figure 32 and reference values in Table V).
Thus, for the more simple approximation, rating tritium and He-bubbles residence times in
the BU an additional hypothesis should be done for tritium residence time in the segment:

(5) tritium residence time in the segment is related with tritium permeation rates from Pb15-7Li
to the coolant.

5.2. Approximated assessment of plume bubble impact on tritium transport in HCLL
channel
For a direct evaluation of effect of plume of He nanobubles in HCLL channels we consider all
the LM path in the segment as a large tritium extraction column (length 7: H = 8 x 0.75 = 6 m,
Section a BU LM cross section: S = 0.208 x (0.208-5*0.0065 = 0.1755) = 0.036 m2
For the approximation taken (low dilution approximation for tritium without mixing) the total
extraction efficiency (for More detail see Section 4.3.1 at Task Deliv. 1 ) can be expressed as:

η = 1 − exp( −τ * l )

in where τ *l is the ratio between tritium rates to bubbles: KD Alb and the inverse of the tritium
residence time in the selected geometry τ −1R .

τ −1 R =

For an hermetic „zero-permeation“ channel

u LM
. In this case, note that use of available experimental data (as a worst case) for KD
H

at 774 º C [34] ~ 10-8 m/s this simple evaluation would drive to very large impacts of bubbles in
terms of mass transfers rates K D Alb ≈ 1 [s-1] compared with the alloy (tritium or bubbles)
7

Length of the vertical space between CP and FW is not considered.
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residence time in the breeding zones:

uLM
≈ 2.5 ⋅ 10− 4 [s-1 ]. If we assume that tritium residence
H

time in th BU is evaluated as times in stagnant LL

(τ −1R ) Pb− Li ≈

DT
= 10 −5 s −1 (DT in the order
2
a

of 5 10-9 m2/s at 674 ºC [35] and a being the semi-distance between two CPs in the BU, 18.35
mm).

Again, the comparison between ratio of both: mass transfer rates and inverse residence

time, drives to large bubble impact. An increase (ex.: by a factor of 100) of this poloidal
residence time by MHD velocity profile (a net factor of 50 was estimated in [36]) would mean
even

large

(τ −1 R ) SS ≈

values

for

(τ −1 R ) Pb−Li that in the case of stagnant LM. Values for

D ss
= 10 −3 [s-1] (DSS in the order of 10-10 m2/s at 554 ºC and e being the equivalent
2
e

value of the CP half-thickness : 3.75 mm). Just transfer from solution in the alloy to wall through
boundary layer (for boundary layer thickness of δ ~ 5 10-5 m) would mean transfer rates

(τ −1R ) LM − BL ≈

DT
= 1s −1 approaching to the transfer rates to nano-bubbles.
2
δ

As it was discussed in Section 4.3.1 at Task Deliv. 1, this simple approximation can largely
overestimate the bubble extraction efficiencies.
If a more refined approximation is assumed: low dilution for tritium but mixing between phases
accounted (Section 4.3.1 at Task Deliv. 1) the values for low molar rates (10-3 mol s-1) of
naturally bred stripping bubbles (H = 6 m, S (BU)= 0.036 m2 ) at rest of HCLL conditions, is η =
27.8 % (!).
5.3. Lacks and data uncertainties to describe He cavitation in FNT systems
From the consideration made in the preceeding section a complete hydrodynamic calculation
would be necessary for a precise description of plume of bubble evolution along BUs. Tools
coupling a bubble plume and LM hydrodynamic characteristics (i.e.: numerical implementation of
two phase dispersion models) means today a major goal in computational physics and chemical
engineering. They are at present under development and can be available if more precise
transport assessments are demanded in future.
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Uncertainties of the assessment done are mainly related with the confirmation of new basic
data for He properties in Li-Pb proposed in this report.
As it has been repeatly mentioned, main sensitivity analysis of results and conclusion
presented here should target the value for He solubility in Pb15.7Li. Uncertainties can be
overcomed by modelling and exploitation of specifically devoted tests (Section 6).

6.

CAVIT EX: a proof-of-principle experiment to assess on He-bubbles cavitation
parameters and its control in LM fusion systems

As presented in the introduction, bubbly flows have been largely investigated for other LM in
Nuclear Technology (Hg, Pb-Bi, Li). Some past works in the field of FNT proposed use of
controlled bubbly flows for tritium control mechanism in channel design.
Progress on the accurate impact of He nucleated bubbles requires a specifically conceived
experiment, providing main key data (He solubility and diffusivity in Pb -15Li) and serving as
proof-of-principle demonstration of nano-bubble formation for conditions approaching locally that
of ion breeding by n-Li reactions.
6.1. Experimental references

Some recoverable experience measuring bubbly flows have been achieved at Forschungs Zentrum-Rossendorf (FZR) in the framework of ESS Project (ASCHLIM Programme) [7] with
liquid lead-bismuth (PbBi) as HLM and nitrogen (N2) as gas. Resistive probes and the ultrasound
Doppler Veloc imetry (UDV) were used to determine local quantities of the two-phase flow
providing measurements for comparison with computations.
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Figure 34 . Measurements performed at the Pb-Bi bubbly flow experiment at FZR [7].
The LM (Pb-Bi) was loc ated inside a cylindrical stainless steel container (φ 125 mm, H = 250
mm). The container is provided with an electrical heater. Isolated thermocouples (chromelalumel) with an outer diameter of 0.5 mm are used to control the temperature. The
measurements reported here were carried out at fluid temperatures between 130°C and 300°C.
N2 gas was injected into the stagnant liquid metal by means of a single orifice with an inner
diameter of 0.5 mm. The orifice is located in the center of the cross-sectional area of the fluid
container about 160 mm below the free surface of the fluid. The gas flow rate was controlled by
means of a mass flow controller (MKS 1359C). The gas flow rate chosen for these experiments
was limited to values below 3 cm 3 /s in order to guarantee a single bubble flow regime. The flow
sensors were installed through the free surface of the liquid.
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Figure 35 . Principle of resistive probe.

Ultrasonic methods are very attractive for opaque flows and provokes less perturbation in the
liquid. The principle is based on the pulsed echo technique of ultrasound (see Figure 35). The
velocity can be calculated from the Doppler shift of a ultrasound wave reflected from moving
particles suspended in the fluid. Information about the location of the echoes are obtained by a
transit time measurement. Hence, a full velocity profile along the ultrasonic beam can
instantaneously be measured by UDV. The measured velocity represents the projection of the
three-dimensional velocity vector onto the ultrasonic beam. The feasibility of velocity profile
measurements by UDV has already been demonstrated for low temperature liquid metals as Hg
and Ga. Successful measurements in liquid Na have also been reported.
The application of UDV to flows of metallic melts is connected with a list of serious problems:
(1) High temperature, (2) Chemical behavior, (3) Acoustic coupling, (4) Wetting conditions and
(5) availability of reflecting particles.
To overcome these problems, especially the thermal restriction of the ultrasonic transducer, a
so-called integrated ultrasonic probe has been developed and manufactured. The prototype of
this probe is shown in Figure 35. Here, the ultrasonic transducer is directly coupled with an
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acoustic wave guide made of an axially rolled stainless steel foil. The front surface of the wave
guide which is in direct contact with the liquid metal is covered by a Ni layer. The acoustic wave
guide has to drop the high temperature of the melt to a value being acceptable for the
transducer. The sensor can be employed up to maximum temperatures of about 800°C. Spatial temporal fields of bubble plumes can be resolved and recorded.

Figure 35: Prototype of the integrated ultrasonic probe for velocity measurements in Pb-Bi
and principle of UDV [7].
A facility for (namely) studies on “Bubbles in Liquid Metals (BLM)” was recently built at SNL
to perform measurements on bubble formation, migration and coalescence during fusion
plasma injection of insoluble hydrogen and helium isotopes . The main part of the device
consist in a penning trap on 700 keV accelerator beam line specifically adapted as ionic gun
for liquid metal surfaces. Experiments are on going and quantifying 3 He and D retention in
liquid metals exposed to Penning discharges using gas re-emission and dynamic
3

He(d,p)4He and D(3 He,p)4He nuclear reaction analysis (Figure 36 and anticipated in Figure

4).
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Figure 36: Penning trap on 700 keV accelerator beam line for LM experiments (at SNL [37]).

In the following section the main lay-out for a new experimental set-up proposed to
characterise the gas cavitation phenomena in Pb15.7Li is presented.
6.2. Proposal for a new test (CAVITEX)

The need to extend empirical knowledge of Helium bubbles in LM breeders seems obvious. It
is important to emphasize on how many of the quantitative analyses proposed here (bubble
sizes, bubble transport characteristics, bubbles impact) can depend on fundamental magnitudes
(He solubility values in Pb15.7Li, He diffusion coefficient in Pb15.7Li, etc). A new test must:
(1)

demonstrate empirically as PROOF OF PRINCIPLE the SUFFICIENCY CONDITIONS
FOR HE BUBBLE NUCLEATION from local super-saturation conditions of He ions (i.e.,
the level of pressure at which helium bubble cavitation phenomena appears or to
demonstrate if ionic radiation itself is capable to create microscopic conditions for
bubble nucleation),

(2)

provide data to describe the dynamics of the bubbles: statistics of nucleated bubbles,
frequency of nucleation, velocity, implosion and coalescence,

(3)

provide experimental data on bubble transport characteristics (migration and stability)
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(4)

provide empirical data on the final impact (mass transfer coefficients and role of H2
doping on dissolved D2) of bubbles on the transport of tritium (hydrogen or deuterium)
dissolved in the LM

(5)

provide experimental information on the build-up of LM/He/steel interface by controlling
pipe wall temperatures.

Simultaneously, the experiment CAVITEX would DEVELOP SPECIFIC MEASUREMENT AND
MONITORING TECHNOLOGY for He bubbles in LM breeders and ADVANCED INJECTORS
also of interest for the development of Tritium Cycle systems (stripping columns). A schematic
lay-out for CAVITEX is advanc ed in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: Schematic design of cavitation analysing rig.
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6.2.1. He in Pb15.7Li solubility measurement

Conventional methods (ISOVOLUMETRIC GAS LOADING AND DESORPTION) for
the measurement of He solubility in LM are similar to those used for Hydrogen
isotopes.

First a weighted amount of alloy is melted in the previously evacuated

experimental chamber; the necessary heat provided by the electrical winding. Another
possibility is to introduce the metal into the chamber already melted in an inert
atmosphere (argon) of a glove box to avoid oxidation of the liquid metal. Once the
liquid alloy acquires the desired temperature, it is saturated with gas through the nozzle
by circulating the desired gas (helium) through the liquid (bubbling) for enough time to
reach saturation of gas in the liquid. The bubbling turbulence will prevent any possible
macroscopic discontinuity of inert gas used in the filling. The dimensions of the pores of
the nozzle should be small enough to avoid internal clogging of the gas passage (the
foreseen high temperatures would not allow any metal solid phase on the surface of
the nozzle).
The gap at the top of the experimental chamber that has not been filled with liquid
metal is then rapidly evacuated with the UHV unit. Subsequently, the gas released from
the liquid metal is measured with the gas analysing unit. The process of desorption will
likely need the help of additional heating or/and mechanical agitation in the liquid. This
mechanical perturbation could be provided, for example, by bubbling a different carrier
inert gas through the nozzle or forcing natural circulation provoked by temperature
gradients induced by the heating system (the last option would be performed only during
the saturation phase, for the study of bubble dynamics the liquid metal should be static).
The measured amount of released gas at each loading temperature will provide a total
characterization of the solubility of such gas in the liquid metal.
Due to the expectable very low value of helium solubility in LM (proposed estimations
in Figure 9) the use of conventional methods (ISOVOLUMETRIC GAS LOADING AND
DESORPTION) will be extremely demanding in terms of pressure head sensitivity and
control of LM convection. There are several indications that it can lead to large
experimental errors.
In CAVITEX an alternative method for the measurement of helium solubility in the LM
is proposed (Figure 37). Local saturation is achieved at the bottom of a vertical pipe by
a specifically designed high energy penning trap (Figure 36) and bubble size and

population are measured at a given height by an Acoustic Bubble Spectrometric
method.

The local immersed concentrations are known from the penning trap

specifications (ionic current and voltage).
Bubble size and statistics at a given height from known values of local concentrations
would permit one to obtain precise values of He solubility in the LM and other kinetic
parameters.

6.2.2. Demonstration of cavitation sufficiency conditions

A first aim of CAVITEX is the proof-of-principle of the conditions in bubble nucleation.
In the case of gases with low solubility, as is the case for He in liquid metals, the gas
injection through nozzles provokes bubble nucleation at its tip. This surface is a proper
activation site for nucleation because the liquid surface tension at the solid surface is
relaxed. In the experiment, the size of bubble at nucleation and the frequency of
generation is studied in relation with the gas flow rate and the physic liquid metal
conditions. It is worth noting that the size of nucleated bubbles in Pb-17Li highly
depends strongly on nozzle characteristics.
With the penning trap a-ion accelerator, the liquid metal is bombarded with ionising
He++, simulating what actually occurs in the process of nuclear breeding. Bubble
nucleation is expected as well in this case, because a radiation may create a local
concentration of He in the liquid alloy high enough to reach a super-saturation state, and
simultaneously the a may create the local thermal perturbation creating the bubble
nucleation under super-saturation.
The mechanical actuator is able to create different pressure states in the liquid metal
in order to study the potential inhibition of the bubble nucleation with pressure increase.
An interesting effect to analyse is the implosion of bubbles: the process by which gas
bubbles disappear by dissolving into the liquid whenever a certain high pressure level is
reached. This phenomenon is usually a violent process which activates the corrosion of
solid walls where the bubbles implode. Furthermore, the bubble implosion study
provides an indirect method of evaluating solubility; because when a known amount of
gas in bubbles completely dissolves within the metal at certain pressure level, it means
that the saturation state has been reached, and, consequently, the corresponding gas
concentration would be the solubility at such a pressure level.
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6.2.3. Anticipated critical issues for CAVITEX

In the schematic description for CAVITEX in Figure 37 diverse key issues can be
easily anticipated:
(1) experience for ABS methods in LM at high temperatures exist but not for Pb-Li
and there are no specific „hydrophones“ (acoustic transducers and receivers)
available for Li-Pb alloys
(2) the actual resolution limits for ABS in the micron range [38-40],
(3) design of penning trap and appropriate vacuum window to implant in an
immersed target is a major challenge of CAVITEX and
(4) temperature control of the vertical pipe in order to minimize LM convection fields.
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7. Concluding remarks (answers to the proposed list of questions)

In order to quick summarize the set of conclusions proposed in this report we come
back the dozen of questions proposed at its beginning.
1. Is Pb15.7Li in HCLL from the He bred under supersaturation conditions ?
YES. According with He atomic breeding and actual approximation for values of He
Henrys constant in Pb15.7Li, the LM is supersaturated in helium.

2. Is the Pb15.7Li He supersaturation condition a sufficient condition for He
bubble nucleation or additional “precursing“ conditions are needed ?
NO. The main question is if ionic breeding can create the local perturbation conditions
(as cloud chamber in high energy physics) for He bubble nucleation. It can be assumed
as reasonable that ion breeding in LM can create the microscopic conditions for bubble
nucleation. Many indirect proofs of it exist.
3. How many atoms in solution in LM are needed to cluster in a stable bubble ?
In principle, bubbles might be nucleated with minimum number of atoms. It is observed
in diverse tritides. Following the available equation of state valid for native bubbles, the
bubbles in LM need a larger number of atoms (n ~ 104 ) for high inner bubble pressures
(100 MPa).

4. What is the He atoms clustering kinetic for bubble nucleation ?
Bubble nucleation process is fast enough. Nucleation can be considered instantaneous
for technical purposes.
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5. What is the size and inner pressure of the bubbles created ?
In HCLL channel conditions bubble formed are about diameter 20 nm. This value is
based on liquid metal surface tension data and assessment made here for He solubility
in LM (Figure 9).

6. What are the bubble generation rates for bubbles due to breeding ?

Bubble generation rates in HCLL have been obtained from atomic breeding and from
the number of atoms per stable bubble created. The bubble concentrations and sizes
allow to consider bubbles as independent with low coalescing probabilities. Proposed
values for nano-bubbles are given in Table V.
7. Are the bubbles stable or can they implode in HCLL LM channels ?
Small and independent nano-bubbles evolve stably in slow LM HCLL channels.
8. How stable bubbles are transported and evolve in channels ?

The main important driving forces for bubbles are derived from the momentum
transfers from LM, i.e.: viscous drag forces. Bubble brownian diffusion overlaps this
drag component. Thermal gradients can have an effect on bubble transport and can
justify a transfer of bubbles to the interface between LM and CP and non-nucleated gas
condensation. If such a regular and homogeneous interface is established it can justify
a mass-transfer resistive mechanism for tritium transfer permeation into the CPs.
Precise description of bubble plume transport can be numerically achieved from
precise solution of fluid velocity fields accounting for both MHD and thermal convection
effects.
9. Are wall channel effects on bubble evolution expectable from HCLL
channel characteristics?
For a plume of independent nano-bubbles no major wall rebound effects can be
expected.
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10. What is the bubble coalescing probability along HCLL channels?
LOW.
11.

How 2-phase dispersion model for caviting He-bubbles should be
formulated in HCLL channels ?

Basic fundamentals of 2-phase dispersion models can be applied for the analysis of
helium bred in LM channels and to assess its impact on tritium transport. Simple
approximation available of such models can be exploited to evaluate the final role of
bred bubbles. The specific in the case of HCLL channels is the small size of bubbles
and the low mass flow rates. Use of such approximations (assuming common
reference valus for the rest of parameters) permits one to justify POTENTIALLY
LARGE IMPACT of bubbles on tritium transport. In a reference case values of natural
extraction efficiencies of 0.27 (!) may be justified.
Developments towards the numerical implementation of 2-phase dispersion models
for a bubble plume in LM conducts represents a major computational goal. Activities
are ongoing.

12.

Could procedures be envisaged to govern He bubble cavitation
phenomena in HCLL channels ?

The only expected way to provoke implosion and re-dissolution of a plume of stable
bubbles is by over-pressurisation of an incompressible fluid.
(End of questions)

To conclude, this report has reviewed and processed the basic available data on He
LM systems. Bubble flows are exploited in other fields of nuclear technology and
appear as a potential control mechanism for tritium provided a controlled and
governable flux of bubbles is achieved.
Specific tests of the type proposed (CAVITEX) seem absolutely necessary.
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Abbreviations
Hs :

Heat of solution [J·atom -1].

hˆ (q ) :

Liquid Li structure’s factors.

q:

Momentum transfer or wave length.

Sgex :

Molar excess entropy of gas in solution.

KH :

Henry’s constant [at. fr. Pa-1].

g(r):

Radial distribution function of Li atoms.

x :

Dissolved He molar fraction liquid Li;

y :

Gas phase molar fraction of He (=1);

µg:

He chemical potential in the gas phase [J/atom].

T:

Temperature.

n:

Gas density [atoms/m 3].

h:

Planck’s constant.

P:

Pressure [Pa].

f:

Free gas fugacity [Pa].

Hg

Free gas partial molar enthalpy (= 5/2 kT).

S(g )T

Total molar entropy of the gas [J K-1].

m:

Number of the virial coefficient (m2+3m) or mass.

y:

Molecular “packing” factor.

d:

Temperature dependent radius of an He atom.

xl :

Ratio number of the solved He atoms and solvent liquid Li atoms.

N

Number of solvent Li atoms per unit of volume metal.

Slex

Entropy in excess experimented by an He atom when placed within the “cells” of Li
atoms [kJ·K-1mol-1].

r:

Ostwald coefficient: Equilibrium ratio between gas atomic concentration in solution and
gas density phase or volume of He dissolved per unit volume of liquid Li.

MLi :

Li molecular weight [g·mol-1].

?:

Li density [g·m -3].

HT :

Dissolved gas specific enthalpy [kJ·mol-1].

IPHe/Li Ionisation potentials [eV].

v:

Li specific volume[m 3atom -1]

U:

Internal (cohesive) energy between Li atoms [J·atom -1]

m.p.

melting point, b.p.

boiling point
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